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'It's not unusual to want sex at sixty-five,
It's not unusual to jitter bug and jive,
So if you're ever tempted to think we're half alive
You're very wrong, you know There's not much we can't do
As well as you.
It's not unusual to abseil or roller skate,
Or have you hair done specially to go on a date,
Or ride a bike to uni - you know it's not too late!
It's not unusual - it happens every day,
No matter what you say/
\{e're learning things we never knew.
'Cos we don't have to do
What you want us to We're doing things a different way.
It's not unusual to act and dance and sing,
Canoe or camp or disco, or any other thing Like put on lingerie for a wild, romantic fling!
It's not unusual, it's not unusual.'

The women in the study sang this song as part of a show they
co-wrote and publicly performed.
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ABSTRACT

According to the dominant discourses on ageing and on women in
our society, older women are unProductive, unwell, inactive
grandmothers who spend most of their time sitting, knitting in
iocking chairs - their main use in life is as unpaid baby sitters.
Using Weedon's post-structuralist, feminist, analysis this thesis
focusãs on a small group of 'or linary' older women whose daily
lives defy ageism and sexism - the dlmamics of their freedoms and
constraints are explored. The findings suggest that it is not until
they are free of responsibility for their husbands and children that
older women are free to fully participate in leisure on their own
terms.

This work contains no material which has been accepted for the
award of any other degree or diploma at any other university or
tertiary institution and, to the best of my knowledge and belief
contains no material previously published or written by another
person except where due reference is made in the text.

I give consent to this copy of my thesis, when deposited in the
University Library, being available for loan and photocopying.
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CHAPTER

1.

INTRODUCTION

Feminist writers on women and leisure have objected to

the

traditionally

androcentric focus of leisure research which largely persisfed until the eafly

1980s

(Betschild 7990; Henderson 7990; Wimbush and Talbot 1989; Henderson et al.
1989; Wearing and Wearing 1988). Androcentricity can be understood

to mean

the view that males' experiences are 'central' and women's experiences

are

evaluated against a norm based on studies of men. An androcentric approach to

studying leisure obscures the fact that women experience and conceptualise
leisure quite differently than men and on much less than equal terms (Bella
1989). One

of the negations of women's leisure experiences, which stems from

a

gender blind perspective, is to view leisure as 'free time', that is, time spent away

from paid work - however even when women do have paid work their gender
roles ensure that they rarely come home to free time.

Defining leisure by types of activities has also been challenged (Henderson
Wearing and Wearing 1988) in part because

1990;

it often does not encompass many of

the specific activities which women regard as leisure and because no 'activity can

always be leisure because nearly anything may be an obligation under some

conditions' (Wearing & Wearing, 1988 p.115). Bella (1989) argues that to label
another person's experience is to exercise power and control over them and that

the 'narr.ing of one person's experience as "leisure" by another is an example of
alienation thi'ough naming' (p.767). In this study, which seeks to explore leisure
as a potential vehicle

for women's resistance to social constraints, I have chosen
1

to use a very broad working definition of leisure as a 'freely chosen activity which
one enjoys and finds satisfying' (Wearing, 7992a p.18). Henderson observes that

in ' the sense of activity,

recreation and leisure have often been used

interchangeably' (\990, p.237) the words are also used interchangeably in this
study.

The term 'resistance' is meant in the sense used by Weedon (1987) of 'subjects
who refuse to identify with the subject position which they offered' (p. 100). Such
resistance may be open or covert,

it

occurs on a continuum from acquiescence to

rejection of repressive discourses. This study also incorporates resistance in the
sense referred

to by Wearing

(1,992a p.11),

to describe individuals who 'refuse

what they are told they should be and ... reach towards what they could be'.

The situation of neglect, misunderstanding and androcentrism regarding
research on women and leisure is 'beginning to be addressed' (Henderson, 1990

p.229). But there

is still much that remains to be done, '[r]esearch related to

leisure is needed on, for, and by women. Feminist research is one way to make
the worlds of women (including the leisure world) more visible' (Henderson et
a1.,7989 p.53). The field, the theories, the terms and definitions of leisure as they

apply to women are still very fluid and open to challenge and re-interpretation -

it is an area where nothing is settled. This fluidity is an indication of the need for
an increased feminist research focus on women and leisure in order to more fully

understand what the issues are for women.

Although research on women and leisure is beginning to be addressed, feminist
research on older women is

still in its early stages (Mason 1988). It has been

suggested that this dearth of research on older women is a product of ageism and
2

sexism working

in combination. '[P]erhaps it is not surprising that persons who

are both female and old, and therefore doubly devalued, have been on the
periphery of attention in social science.' This statement was written fifteen years
ago by feminist academics Fuller and Marshall

in the preface to their work,

The

Older Womøn (1980 vii). Since then, a number of feminists have lamented,
wondered and commented on the neglect of older women and ageism as an area

of research, (Reinharz 1.992; Williams

1988; Macdonald and Rich 1983). The

invisibility of older women in our society has been singled out by feminists as a
particularly destructive manifestation of ageism. In regard to health and leisure,
Anderson and Luxford argue that the media invisibility of physically active older

women 'colludes with the stereotype, restricting and discouraging older women

from maintaining or taking up new forms of physical activities' (c.1988

p.102).

The results of the demonstrable ageism towards and lack of awareness and
understanding of older women, particularly in regard to their involvement in
leisure, are wide ranging and serious.

One example of the consequences of the lack of visible, positive role models
amongst older women is the devastating erosion

it

can enact on women's self

esteem. Shevy Healey defines herself as an 'old woman', and from this
perspective she assures us that it:
is difficult to hold on to one's own sense of self, to one's own dignity
when all around you there is no affirmation of you. At best there may
be a patronizing acknowledgment; at worst, you simply do not exist
(1986, p.61).

Baba Copper writes eloquently about the fact that we 'know next to nothing about

what it is to be an old woman in this society' (1986 p.56). Sl.e says that one of the
consequences

for her of this lack of exposure to older women, is that now in her

3

sixties.

My fantasy life is twenty three years old. I feel trapped. I stay here
because I don't know where I am going or even where I want to go. I
can't visuaiize what I wiil be doing when I am eighty years old. It's just
not there ... Fantasies and the role models are tied together! (1986 p. 54).

Older women are the focus of this project and questions raised in a study on
leisure and ageing by Wearing (7992a) have been adapted to explore the ways
older women deal with the repressive discourses of ageism and sexism. My study
asks whether, when faced

with sexist and ageist constraints on their lives and

leisure, do 'ordinary' (a self definition) older women acquiesce to sexist and ageist
discourses, or are they able to resist and even reject these repressive stereotypes in

their daily lives? Are these women able to choose freedom or is the cost so high
that they conform and cut their lives to suit sexist and ageist cloth?

I believe that this project may contribute to positive

changes for women

in three

ways, firstly, by highlighting empowering examples of 'ordinary' older women
who, via their leisure activities both public and private, demonstrate resistance to

repressive ideologies and expose them as social constructs which can be
successfully challenged. Secondly,

I hope that my research may work

against the

lack of positive social recognition which can serve to undermine an older
woman's 'sense of self' and dignity as described by Shevy Healey (7986 p.61).

Thirdly, my study may help to redress the depressing lack of visibility of older
women as role models which so impoverishes us as a society. As Baba Copper
says, '[e]mpowerment of women

will come when we identify with women older

than we are and not before' (1986 p.57).

The method chosen for this study is to collect primary data from personal
interviews with a small sample of older women. This data will be augmented by
4

the analysis of sections of a video of a public performance which the interviewees

with twelve other older women and with help from several

theatre

professionals, co-wrote and danced and sang their way through. The performance

was fostered under the auspices of a local community arts organisation and

a

government grant helped with the cost of production. Several of the participants

and theatre professionals spoke to me of the challenge the performers faced in

believing that their 'ordinary lives' could be interesting enough to be worth
putting on the stage. The director referred to this challenge in her programme
notes, 'underlying our discussions was the question "who would be interested in
hearing about what I used to do or what

I

I think now?"'

have chosen to use first person for this project, as I see this as sound feminist

practice. On the subject of using the first person, Reinharz (1992) has observed

that 'utilizing the researcher's personal experience is a distinguishing feature of
feminist research.' She contrasts this with the fact that use of the first person is

virtually banned in mainstream positivist research and said to 'contaminate
project's pseudo-objectivity'

("1.992

researcher's 'lived experience'

a

p.258). She argues that while including the

of the research process, may be regarded as 'bias'

it is 'an explanation of
(p.259). In other words it is cogent that the

from a positivist perspective, from a feminist position
"the researcher's standpoint"'

researcher's perspective and perceptions be included

in order to gain

as true

as

possible an understanding of the research process and results. As a feminist, selfreflexive, qualitative, researcher I believe that use of the first person is a necessary
acknowledgment of my role

in the research process and that not to use it is, as

Webb (7992) claims 'deceptive a4d biased' (1992 p.7a7).

My study applies a post-structuralist feminist analysis to the stories of older
q

women who self identify as 'ordinary', they are pensioners and grandmothers

and in the autumn of their lives they show resistance and even rejection of

dominant repressive sexist and ageist discourses. These women defy the
'squashed ant' (Wearing and Wearing 1988) syndrome, their stories might well

help other women to do the same.
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CHAPTER 2
TITERATURE REVIEW

Women's leisure received very little attention

from

researchers

until the early

1980s. According to Bella (1,989), one of the early modern social scientists to study

Ieisure was Veblen; he published his book on leisure theory in 1899. Bella states

that Veblen began a tradition of 'great works' on leisure which were androcentric

to the point of misogyny. He believed that women were ancillaries to their
husbands and only able to experience 'second hand' or 'vicarious' leisure (1989
p.153). This tradition perpetuated a 'blatant' male bias which largely persisted

until the late

7970s when feminists began

to research women's leisure. American

feminist Henderson (1990, p.230) credits 'Talbot
(7982)',

('I..979),

Deem (7982), and Gregory

with being pioneers in discovering ways to examine what leisure

means

to women. An important addition to this list is an Australian study by Anderson
(7975) whose study on women and leisure was ground breaking

in its revelations

on how differently and unequally women experience leisure when compared to
males' experience of leisure.

Prior to these early feminist studies women's leisure was seen as being virtually

the same as men's, a descriptive variable of men's leisure, or not important
enough to consider in the first place (Henderson 1990). In the past leisure has
predominantly been seen as part of a dichotomy 'free time', as separate and apart

from the pressures of paid work. According to Bella (1989) this duality of paid
work and free leisure time reflects a capitalist, androcentric view of society and

simplv misconceives women's experiences to the point where they become
obscured and misunderstood.

1

Feminist studies soon revealed that women's leisure is uniquely different to
men's

in quantity, quality and, as Thompson says, 'it is subject to direct

and

hegemonic male control' (1,992, p.272). This control largely stems from sexist,
gender role assumptions, which dictate that women have a primary duty of care

to their families in addition to any other activities, including paid work - or
leisure, which they may undertake. Men have merely been expected to undertake

paid work, after which they have had a right to 'free time' - women's gender role
expectations ensured that they may never

find a time which is free from

the

demands of the care ethic. Feminist discussions of the way sexist ideologies and
discourses have served to

limit women's roles, opportunities and freedoms

to promote those of men, include, Betschild

and

7995; Wearing 7993a; Bella 1.989;

Green, Woodward and Hebron 7990; Henderson et al. 7989; Wimbush and Talbot
1988;

Woodward and Green 1988; Darlison 1985 and Anderson 7975.

The term recreational activity has been commonly used to describe the way

people spend their free leisure time (Henderson 1990). Leisure has been
categorised via the practise of making lists of nominated recreational activities.

Bella (1989) has also described how 'time budgets' have been used to
compartmentalise human activities into subcategories such as time spent on

work, cooking, church going, parenting and leisure. Both time and activity lists
have been 'problematised' (Henderson 1990; Bella 7989; Wearing & Wearing
1988; Mason 1988), they

fail to capture women's leisure

experiences because

women's domestic gender role obligations intrude into the largest part of their

activities and endlessly fragment their time. It has also been found that many
women do not feel they have the right to leisure

if they do not have paid work

(Henderson 7990; Wimbush and Talbot 1988; Anderson 7975).In addition studies

of leisure as activity have generally failed to note that women are very often

tooking after children while engaged in activities labelled as leisure. Furthermore

during family ieisure activities, such as picnics and holidays, women usually
work harder than ever co-ordinating and servicing family comfort and day to day
needs (Wearing 7993a; Henderson 7990; Bella 1989). There is strong evidence that

using time and activity lists alone is not enough to provide an adequate
understanding of women's leisure.

Instead of viewing leisure by analysing how one's time is spent or through types

of

activities, Flenderson (1990) has suggested that leisure as 'meaningful

experience' (p. 233) may be more useful

in understanding what leisure

means to

women. Using a relatively nonprescriptive term like 'meaningful experience' to
describe leisure, can be understood

to indicate that the activity

so nominated has

been freely chosen and is personally rewarding to the woman concerned. While

acknowledging that the concept of leisure as 'experience' does hold some 'built

in' gender constraints for women; Wearing and Wearing

(1988) also believe that

this concept is, 'characterized by freedom of choice and ... self-expression, selfenhancement and enjoyment' (p.717).

Arguing from a radical feminist perspective Bella (1989) suggests that for women

with family responsibilities freedom is not an appropriate signifier of

leisure,

since for these women 'obligation is always present' (p.772). The subject of
freedom and constraints in women's leisure is one which is open to considerable
debate. Post-structuralist leisure studies (Wearing '1.994,7993a,7997,7990; Wearing

& Wearing 1988) argue that even within restrictive gender roles women have the
option to resist constraints and some personal space ca4 often be achieved. In an

integrative review of recent literature on women's leisure, liberal feminist
Henderson (1990) Iargely concurs with Bella's views on women's lack of freedom,
9

but also notes that there are contradictory findings and some women do
successfully plan their days to achieve personal leisure.

Feminist studies of women's leisure overwhelmingly agree that overall married

women have much less freedom in their leisure than men do (Wearing

1993a;

Green et al. 7990; Henderson7990; Henderson et al. 1989; Wimbush & Talbot 1988;

Woodward & Green 1988; Deem 7986; Darlison 1985; Anderson 7975).In addition

to ideological constraints, Woodward and Green (1988) in a study conducted in
Sheffield U.K. describe such resource inequalities in women's access to leisure

as,

difficulties with transport, awkward timetabling of activities, Iack of time and
space, financial constraints and inadequate choice and facilities. Despite wide

differences amongst individual groups of women

in

access

to leisure,

these

feminist studies indicate that women, in all walks of life have less freedom of
access to leisure than do their male counterparts.

Darlison (1985) believes that women have traditionally been discouraged or

actually prevented from access to sports and recreation because 'women's
participation in physical activity did, and does ... lthreaten] the very basis of power

relations between the sexes' (p.32). This suggestion that there is a connection

in leisuie and the attaining of a heightened
is also made by Wearing (1993b) in her paper on

between women's involvement
degree

of empowerment,

gendered leisure. An Adelaide study on violent and abusive men, ]enkins (1990)

implicitly also lends support to Darlison's and Wearing's position on leisure and
empowerment. ]enkins argues that traditional, male gender role socialisation,
prcrrnotes the belief that a male can expect 'obedience, submission and deference'

in an 'ownership' (p.38) relationship to other family members. Whether or not
women exhibit such submissive behaviours (but especially if they don't) ]enkins
10

suggests that male role expectations

inhibit violent men from

taking

responsibility for their abusive behaviours. A similar American study on men
who batter women, by Pence and Paymar (7993), finds that such men use social
isolation to keep women house-bound, dependent and submissive. Women who
attempt to gain access to sports and recreation commonly find that this is a trigger

for violence in an abusive relationship.
These are extreme examples and Weedon (7987) has argued that repressive
gender discourses primarily work through the consent rather than the coercion of

women. Woodward and Green (1988) also find that 'norms about femininity,

respectability and motherhood operate as powerful constraints' (p. 144)on
women's freedom to engage in recreation (p.144). They report that there are

a

variety of mechanisms of 'social control' which enforce these sexist ideologies,
ranging from verbal aggression and ridicule, 'through to the threat of or actual
use of physical violence against women' (p.744). Since many men seem to fear

so much,

it

it

does appear likely that women's leisure can be a source of at least

partial liberation or 'relative freedom'. Flenderson et aI. (1989) have suggested

that leisure involvement may be a means of women finding empowerment
despite the constraints of their gender roles and accordingly they have argued for
more equal opportunities for women to access leisure.

Entering the debate on leisure, freedom and constraints, Wearing and Wearing
(1988) claim that too often Marxist, socialist and radical feminist theories have

shown women as powerless in the face of capitalist society and male hegemony.

They believe that these fenrinist theories have presented an image of women

'who lie like squashed ants' (p.119) rushed by the weight of male power While

they agree that women's leisure suffers from gender inequalities, as do all
1_1

women's social experiences, these researchers also emphasise that leisure is
widely acknowledged as having a basis in freedom.

Using a post-structuralist analysis Wearing and Wearing (1988) argue that
Foucault's ideas on power as socially diffuse, dispersed and to some degree
available to everyone no matter how lowlf , offer a more realistic and positive

view of women's position regarding leisure. They suggest that rather than
characterising women as helpless victims, careful research

will reveal that

they

are capable of resistance and finding 'some room to move' in most situations
(p.120). They believe that leisure as a discourse of freedom as well as control, is an

ideal vehicle for women to resist social constraints, 'it may be one area of life
where space for themselves can be created and male power held at bay' (p.121).
Wearing has conducted several subsequent studies on leisure and resistance with
mothers of first babies (1990) and on women's identity in late adolescence (1992b).

In these studies she has demonstrated how through leisure, in spite of gender
constraints,

'for

some women resistance

to the domination inherent in

traditional passive, submissive feminine stereotypes is possible' (7992b

p.337).

Unfortunately, sexist social constraints on women do not disappear with age, they
are merely joined by the stereotypes of ageism.

In her study on ageing and leisure (1992a), Wearing shows how women and men
aged

fifty five and over, can also resist

repressive, ageist discourses through

leisure activities. In addition she highlights the fact that older women, due to the
combined forces of sexism and ageism, are subject to greater repression than are

older males; examples are given of how the media predominantly promotes

harmful, negative images about older women. Feminist post-structuralist
Weedon (1,987) further argues that all media representations of femininity and

I2

masculinity are constructed to either 'confirm or challenge the status quo' (p.101).
She claims that the press

in Britain works to voice and cement dominant

social

discourses on sex and gender, with the aim of identifying and pillorying what is

considered 'unnatural'. For the majority of British press the 'unnatural' includes
'Greenham peace women as well as rapists and child abusers' (7987 p.101).

Australian researchers Anderson and Luxford (c.1988) have found that older
women are indeed inhibited by media negativity and invisibility from seeking
physical recreational activities. Lest one assume that media
become more selective and positive

in Australia

has

in its presentation of images of non 'dolly

bird' women, I have collected two recent examples from first, the Northern
Territory News L7 August

7995,

p.26,and second the Sunday Territoriøn

1.0

September 7995, p.72,(see appendix B). The first item dominates the 'women's
pages'

with a large headline about a 'Fat women in bikinis debate', it reports

at

length that the mayor of an Italian seaside resort plans to ban 'ugly' women in
swimsuits from being seen around town. He is quoted as saying that 'one can't
tolerate certain sights.' Accordingly he has decided that 'buttocks, cellulite thighs
and drooping boobs will all be banished.'

The second item is presented by the newspaper as a snippet for the readers'
amusement. They acknowledge that

it is not 'correct' but

so funny that they have

printed it anyway. This seems to imply that only humourless feminists would
not find it hilarious. Basically this gossip column item conveys the idea that any
women not conforming to a dolly bird image should make themselves invisible

13

and abstain from public exercise for fear of offending sensitive eyes.

Unfit
Flumorous but det'initely politically-incorrect. After staff started regular
fitness runs, a certain Darwin office has designed a new section logo.
The design features a red circle with a slash through the middle (al-laGhost-busters) with the words:"Fat chicks in bike pants".
Weedon (1,987) notes that the strategies the press use in their gender monitoring

role include the selection of incidents reported on as well as the manner in which

they are reported. These news items are typical of such strategies in that they
attack and humiliate women who do not conform to some youthful image of
perfection and yet still dare to go to the beach or join a fitness run. Unfortunately

in many

cases these dominant sexist and ageist stereotypes are successful in

inhibiting older women from enjoying or even attempting physical and other
recreational activities. Payne and Whittington (1980) in an American study assert

that older women are 'burdened with more negative stereotypes than any other
age-sex group' (p.9). They identify a dominant American stereotype

of older

women as 'sick, sexless, uninvolved except for church work and alone' (p.9).
They conclude that when scrutinised most of the stereotypes vanish in the light

of evidence.

Unfortunately stereotypes, however false, can influence behaviour through social

control mechanisms and thus become self fulfilling prophecies.

The

consequences of these social discourses can be injurious to the health and well-

being of older women. The Australian Council on the Aged (ACOTA), addresses

this issue in a federal government submission entitled 'Equal Opportunity and
Status for Women' (1989). This report expresses concern about the 'substantial

barriers' in our society 'to the active participation of older women generally in
leisure and sporting activities' (p.8).

I4

ACOTA emphasises in their submission the real dangers of 'over medication' to
the health and well-being of older women, and strongly affirm their belief that

a

solution can be found through the 'increased participation of older women in
leisure and sport' (1989 p.9). Their paper asks the government to promote this
issue in their policies and planning. Despite the importance of, and pressing need

for, more feminist research on older women and leisure, work in this area is very

limited. There are some excellent isolated examples in popular culture of older

women who find enjoyment, health, empowerment and social networks
through physical recreation. These include McDonald's (1992) anecdotal study

'Put Your Whole Self In' and the play 'Steaming' by British playwright Nell
Dunn (1981).

The Research Questions.
These questions have largely emerged from the literature and they are essentially

concerned

with gender issues and gender inequity in the field of leisure. Ageism

when applied to older women becomes inextricably linked with sexism; in fact
when targeting older women, ageism works to intensify sexist practices.

1.

Do these older women experience leisure in a way that acquiesces to, resists

or rejects dominant sexist and ageist discourses? (This question was adapted from
Wearing 7992a.)

2.

How have these women's leisure patterns changed over time and what

factors influenced those changes?

3.

Can involvement in leisure help older womerì build and maintain self

esteem

? Can leisure in fact be a vehicle , or a means by which older

,ná

expandndevelop their confidence and personal autonomy
15

?

women can

CHAPTER

3

METHODOLOGY
The Research Framework.

This is a feminist research project and therefore the prioritising of women's
issues

is a key factor among my methodological concerns. A major goal is

presentation of older women's experiences

the

in a manner which counteracts their

history of invisibility and misrepresentation in many past studies of leisure
activity (Henderson L990).

The epistemological basis of my research is the understanding that older women
can be 'knowers', they are experts on their own stories, and that the everyday
details of older women's lives are important. Margaret McColl (7987) in a health

evaluation study, 'for and with' older women, notes that in our society they are

doubly 'jeopardised', because they are 'subjected to the prejudices of both sexism
and ageism' (p.2). One way of challenging what McColl describes as a 'continual

stream

of negative

stereotypes which label older women as physically

incapable, frail and dependent', (p.18) is to collect some of the stories of 'ordinary'

older women whose daily lives defy such proscriptions.

The primary source of data for this research project was the collection of older
women's stories about the role that recreation and other leisure activities play in

their lives. I also asked whether and how their patterns of recreation had altered
over the years since their youth, I was particularly interested to find out whether
onpressive patterns

outlined

of gender relations impinging on leisure such as those

in my literature review would emerge from this

question. The

methodology employed in this study is based on understandings gained from
t_6

feminist post-structuralism as expounded by Weedon (1987). Her theory on
feminist post-structuralism is particularly suited to the aims of this study because

it

has as

its 'primary

concern' the wish

to understand both the place of

'individual women in society and the ways in which they are both governed by
and resist specific forms of power' (1987 p.7Ð.

A feminist post-structuralist position

does not accept the humanist idea that the

'self is a fixed essence. Instead one's subjectivity or sense of self is seen as socially
constructed, fragmented and changeable, due to the influence of powerful and
sometimes contradictory social discourses. Discourses are not unlike ideologies
except they are not tied to Marxist concepts of class, they may represent class, race

gender or other powerful interests. Discourses are ways of knowing and though

they claim to be the truth, they are only versions or interpretations of the truth
(Weedon 7987).

Gender biased discourses such as those regarding the family, which see women's

role as 'naturally' in the home, eternally nurturing, are often based on so-called
'commonsense' (Weedon 7987). Commonsense knowledge acts

to obscure

unstable and contradictory nature of many dominant discourses;

it

the

preserves the

status quo by causing gender biased discourses to appear natural and inevitable.
The range of discourses available to a person is generally determined by factors
such as race, class, age, gender, sex and ethnicity. We are born and raised into

subject positions determined by discourses, but as we experience life we are

normally exposed to alternative discourses. Generally, dominant discourses offer
rewards for the assumption of particular subject positions and thus work through
consent. Weedon (1.987) has noted that when individual interest is not served

through a particular subject position resistance can occur. If resistance or rejection
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happens, alternative discourses may be chosen or even created, because the
existence

of discourses depends on the social agency of the individuals who

support them.

When women resist repressive subject positions, dominant discourses are
challenged and this can be the beginning of a process of social change. The cost of
resistance may be very high as

it was for many early suffragettes, who endured

jail and forced feeding. The treatment of the suffragettes is an instance,

as

Weedon (7987) says, of the way when consent (in their case to women not having

the vote) fails, the agents of hegemonic discourses may resort to coercion.
Feminist post-structuralism is a useful feminist research tool because

it

can

expose masked oppressions and challenge sexist, gender power relations (1987). In

this study patterns of older women's challenges and resistance to sexist and ageist
discourses are highlighted using feminist, post-structuralist analysis. One aim of

this study is to ascertain whether, as Wearing argues (7994; 7992a), when the
discourse of leisure with its inherent basis in freedom, intersects with repressive
discourses such as sexism and ageism, a space is created where resistance can
occur

In addition to a predominantly post-structuralist analysis, this study also employs
understandings from sociaiist, radical and liberal feminist leisure studies. In these
endeavours

I

have been mirroring the views of Reinharz (7992 p.21,3) who says

'that feminist research is driven by its subject matter, rather than by its methods',
meaning that'feminist research

will

use any method available and any cluster of

methods needed to answer the questions it sets for itself'.
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Considerations of the Data Collection Process.

As important and interesting as the subjects of how older women meet the
challenges of ageism and sexism were to me,

it was even more important that the

participants had power over what they chose to tell and how they wanted to tell

their stories. In this respect I hoped to emulate Susan Yeandle (1984) who 'valued

the "digression" as much as the core information and allowed interviewees to
define the end of the story' (quoted in Reinhatz 7992, P.25).

By valuing any 'digressions', I aimed to reduce the tendency of an
interviewee/researcher relationship to contain an hierarchical imbalance of
power which automatically privileges the concerns of the researcher. This Power
imbalance is so 'built in' to the researcher/interviewee relationship that even

while cautioning prospective interviewers against patronising behaviour, E ]ob et

al. (7982) wrote 'avoid interrupti^g - except in cøses where respondents øre
exceptionølly talkøtiae ønd need to be brought bøck to the point quite firmly.
These people øre used to such interruptions in their ordinary liaes, ønd wiII not
be offended by them' (emphasis added, p.10).

As a feminist researcher one of my goals was to avoid as far as possible
patronising or exploitative relationships with participants and to aim for
empathic and respectful relations. One way towards achieving these aims is to
use self reflexive reporting of events during the interview and analytic processes.

Stanley and Wise describe this process of showing'how' we obtain our findings,

as becoming vulnerable by making 'absolutely explicit the centrality of
researchers

in all research

processes' (1983 p.796). For this study use of the first

person is part of the process of making the role of the researcher an explicit one.
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Method.

As a feminist researcher

it is particularly important to me to use a research

method which empowers the participants to tell their own stories in their own

words. Graham (1984) writes that the 'use of semi-structured interviews

has

become tlire principøI meøns by which feminists have sought to achieve the active

involvement of their respondents in the construction of data about their lives'
(quoted in Reinharz, 1992 p.18). Reinharz, (1,992) in her wide ranging and useful

work on feminist methodology, endorses the use of semi-structured interviews

in feminist

research

with women. Firstly she values the way semi-structured

interviews provide access to women's views, feelings and memories in their own
voices. Secondly Reinharz puts forward a convincing argument that qualitative

interviews of this kind offer an 'antidote' to generations of research which has
ignored women or allowed men to interpret women according to malestream
practices. These are important advantages for this study which seeks to promote

the views and experiences of a category of women who are not often heard and
rarely consulted.

As well as the recorded interviews I was also able to view the video of a cabaret
theatre piece performed by the group with the aid of a small, four member,

support team of professional theatre workers. The video has been particularly
relevant to this study because the script was democratically workshopped with

the group and its themes arose from their priorities, concerns, experiences and
insights. Many of the lines were written by the women who actually speak them
and amongst the participants there is a very tangible sense of ownership of the
performance.

I was able to transcribe excerpts from the video tape and these

together with the interview material have provided invaluable evidence of older
women's resistance against debilitative sexist and ageist discourses. The use of the
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video as well as the interviews is an example of triangulation of data described by
Reinharz as the use of 'one type of data to validate or refine another' (1992 p.201).

The Participants.

I interviewed four women for approximately one hour each. I

recruited

participants through a Darwin dance group for people over fifty-five, which I
shall refer to as the DDG or the group. The class has been running for about eight
years, the number of participants fluctuates from around six up to eighteen and

the age is in reality flexible, from late forties up to late seventies. It is open to
women and men, but as far as I know no man has ever wished to join the group.

I attended a class and obtained permission from the instructor

to speak to the

group about my project and to ask for volunteers for my interviews. Group
members tend to arrive

in small groups and rather than take the time of the

whole group with my request I preferred the more informal approach of speaking
to the smaller groups as they arrived.

On the morning of my second visit to the class

I

arrived early and spoke to the

groups of women, with a brief outline of my proposal, as they arrived. The first
three women met my request with silence, this was soon broken, to my relief, by

the arrival of two sisters who both immediately and cheerfully volunteered. One

of them told me later that her husband had been interviewed for an oral history
project and so this would be her turn now.

One of the first three told me later that she had been 'done' already and she felt
that being interviewed once was enough. Another of that group later agreed to be

interviewed and during the interview told me she thought her 80 year old friend,

late of the dance group, would enjoy participating.
2T

I gave her an information

sheet

with my phone number for her friend who soon called me at home to

volunteer as a participant. The participants were each given pseudonyms selected

from works on women's myths and legends (Walker 7983; Monaghan 1981). The
names were chosen because there seemed to me an affinity between the pairs. By

which I mean that each modern woman personified some important qualities of

her ancient namesake.

1

Similu.ly a sociat club which all four of the women

interviewed belong to, has also been given a fictitious name, the 'Merry
Widows'. It should be noted that this club has members who are married couples
as well as single women and men. Flowever, roughly 707o to 80Vo of its members
seem to be widows or divorcees - hence the name.

The Interviews.

All of the interviews were held in the homes of the women, one took

place out

of doors in a garden setting and three were held indoors at dining room tables. I

hired a microphone and attached

it to my portable tape-recorder,

which on its

own gave only a very poor quality of sound but with the rented microphone I got

a fairly clear reproduction. I took ten or fifteen minutes to explain the
information and interview permission forms and a brief outline of the subject of

my study. Most interviews were between 60 and 90 minutes long and all were
informal and relaxed.

In keeping with the unstructured nature of the interviews there were no set
questions or order of asking them. Generally we began

with a general prompt

from me, such as, tell me about yourself? or tell me how you came to join the
group? or what do you personally get from going to the dance group? In the fi.rst
instance

I was interested in finding out what

these women gained from attending

the dance group and also about the patterns of other recreational activities they
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pursued

in their wider lives. At the analytical level I was keen to discover

whether the women in the dance group acquiesced to or resisted the dominant
social discourses of ageism and sexism.

Towards the end of the interviews when the areas I was concerned with had been

generally covered, the particpants were encouraged to add any extra comments
they wanted to make. Reciprocity was important, and several of the women who
requested copies of the tapes received them promptly. Confidentiality has been

strictly maintained; on several occasions the participants spoke of matters they

did not want included in the study and this of course has also been

respected.

Efforts have been made to keep the names of the women and the organisations
they belong to anonymous.
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Interview TranscriPts.
Excerpts from the interviews have been incorporated into the body of the paPer.
Square brackets are used to indicate researcher comments on the tone or mood of

the speaker. Occasionally words have been repeated where the interviewee's
speech included such repe,tition, often this is an indication

of a hesitation and

commas are use to identify such small pauses. Longer pauses, where the speaker

is considering her next words, are often indicated by an umm, this being a
reasonably close approximation to the sound made. More extensive profiles of
the participants based on the interview material have been included as
appendix (A).
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS & DISCUSSION PART 1
FINDINGS
Yet most people who are aged 80 and over right now refute these ageist
horror stories in their daily lives. They live independently, either with
other family members or alone. They deny that they are lonely or
neglected. They enjoy good health, both mental and physical. They do
face increasing problems, but they cope with them creatively and
courageously. These people are not "marvellous for their age" - they
are normal for their age. They are the majority - the large majority.

This is the inescapable conclusion reached from all existing
international research.' E. |ob, 79M, p. 4.

In this quotation Job describes the kind of healthy independence that characterises
the women in the small sample used for this study. Whilst Job emphasises the
fact that many older people do not fit the stereotypes ascribed to them, she also
cautions that those stereotypes do have an inhibitory and negative influence on
some older people. When older people succumb to the repressive discourses of

ageism, they are generally seen to suffer through diminished levels of activity

which negatively affects their health and well being (McCallum 1989; ACOTA
1,989;

Job 198a). Thus despite the optimism of this opening quotation Job's book

concludes
stereotypes'

with a statement on the need for ousting 'self-fulfilling

ageist

in order that the 'full potentialities of old age' may be realised (1984

p.218).

This study does not attempt to gauge the percentages of older women who do
conform to repressive stereotypes rather

it looks at a small group of won.en who

are realising a great deal of personal potential their lives. The findings suggest

that Darwin has its share of both active and inactive older women. An Australian
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Bureauof Statistics study of Urban Northern Territory (Gardner 7997) claims that
36Vo

of women over 45 are non-participants in sport and recreation. Since my

sample was drawn from a group of older women who enjoy dancing as a form of

recreation and exercise,

It

it

cannot be surprising that they are all active individuals.

appears likely that they have always resisted ageist discourses. Thematic

patterns emerging from the findings suggest that each woman's level of
acceptance

of sexist discourses has fluctuated over time. During some periods of

their lives they have acquiesced to the lack of freedom inherent in gender role
expectations; at other times, with changing circumstances, they have resisted or
rejected those discourses. The information on these gender role patterns comes

largely from the interview data which also implicitly demonstrates resistance to
ageism. The data from the video material explicitly indicates that these women
have been much less tolerant of repressive ageist discourses, which they naturally

encountered rather later in their lives, than sexist discourses.

General Characteristics of the Interviewees.

The four volunteers for this study share a lot more in common than simply
belonging to the same dance group. All of the women belong to the same social
club, the 'Merry Widows' and its choir group, and all attend the University of the

Third Age (U3A) and all play bowls of one kind or another. None of
women where born in Darwin, though all have made
have lived

it

these

their home and they

in the Northern Territory for a combined total of nearly one hundred

years. Three of the women were born in London and all now have grandchildren

who live in the Territory. The DDG (their dance group), is not composed of
primarily English born women, I believe that most are Australian born, several
have European accents and one has Chinese ancestry. This is a reflection of the
fact that Darwin has a long tradition of attracting and retaining visitors. Darwin is
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strongly muiti-cultural and has Aboriginal, Timorese, Philipino and various
other ethnic dance groups, some of which have at times performed with the
group that

I am studying. The DDG is not at all ethnocentric in its choice of

material and has had Indian, African, Timorese and Philipino instructors
teaching and sharing their dances. Nor is

it

ageist

in its selection of dances

and

the group is proud to have publicly performed rap dancing and been encored by
an audience of high school students.

All of the women have mentioned plans for future recreation,
have yet to

women

some things they

try and some they have not had time for lately but will return to. The

I interviewed are all active, alert, possess strong senses of humour and

lead busy lives. They all enjoy live theatre both as spectators and performers and
share a large social network with many friends

in common. At the

each of these women has separate interests and friends outside

same time

of the

shared

network. Finally all of them contribute to the wider Darwin community through
some form of voluntary commitment to an organisation of their choice.

Summarised Profiles.
Thalia.

'Old age is not a burden; it is a privilege denied many.'
These are Thalia's views, she was born

in Sydney and lived there until she was in

her early sixties. She is now eighty and has spent the last eight or so years in
Darwin. Her thirty year long marriage ended some twenty years ago and now she
lives on her own in a one bedroom unit witlt a small backyard garden area. She

prefers to go out for her leisure activities, which currently include ballroom
dancing (her favourite) four times a week, the Merry Widows' social club and
2'7

choir, U3A, Chi Kung (physical and breathing exercises), line dancing, gardening
and being a Girl Guide volunteer grandmother. Thalia is also very fond of travel

and she manages to save for an annual interstate or overseas trip. This is helped

by

"

Northern Territory Government interstate travel subsidy. Thalia and her

husband raised four step sons and one son of her own birthing who also lives in

Darwin. She enjoys regular contact with her family but also believes that they all
need room to live their own separate lives.

Eartha.

Eartha is seventy three years old, she is the only interviewee who is currently
married and the only one to live in a house rather than a home unit or a flat. For
her, leisure is the things you 'want' to do not the things you 'have' to do. She
was born in England but has lived in the Northern Territory for over forty years.

Her husband spends four days a week from home working on the family
property, Eartha is the book-keeper, but she has been based in Darwin for nearly a
decade. She has two grown up sons and a number of grandchildren, one of whom

boards with her so he can attend high school in Darwin. Her leisure activities are
diverse, including some things that she does every day such as walking the dog,

an hour's gardening and swimming in the wet season. During the week while

her husband is away she shares a number of activities with her friends and
sisters, these include, social bowls, gardening club, the DDG, the Merry Widows
social club and choir, being a member and secretary of a retired businesswomen's

club, U3A activities and several hours a week volunteer work in her church's
shop. She also likes 'good' television, especially gardening shows, and always has

a good book 'on the go.' She and her husband both enjoy gardening a¡d visiting

plant nurseries together, as well as weekend beach walks with the dog and most

recently they have taken up line dancing. She has a dual lifestyle, that of
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a

married woman two or three days of the week and a single woman for the other
days, as she says 'I have to make my own amusements during the week', this
seems to work very well because as she says 'he's got his interests I've got mine.'

Terpsichore.
She does not divide her life into recreation and chores, for Terpsichore leisure is

'enjoyment in doing' and

it

encompasses her whole

life as a seamless tapestry.

When asked how housework fitted into this description she replied, 'I do it when

I feel like doing it and then I enjoy doing it' and if it

feels like a chore then she

it 'later'. She does not believe in telling people her age because she thinks
that it causes people to relate to the age instead of the person. However she has

does

been admitting to being 'over sixty five' for some time now and she has a vitality

that defies chronology. She was born in England and moved to Australia in
She has lived

1.959.

in many places in Australia and when her marriage ended about a

decade ago she took the opportunity to move back to Darwin, she likes the

tropical lifestyle and two of her three children were also

in the Northern

Territory at that time. She lives in a roomy flat about a kilometre from the city
centre. Proximity to the city suits her because she is an active member of two

theatre groups and often has rehearsals for 'back'

or 'front of

stage'

commitments. She also belongs to the DDG, plays social bowls, participates in the

Merry Widows social club and choir, attends U3A, is enrolled in ballroom
dancing medal classes and is a competent book binder which she learnt as

a

hobby. In the course of her travels in the Territory Terpsichore has been given an

Aboriginal skin name and totem group. She also enjoys fossicking and collecting
gems and minerais

- when she can find the time - she has a 'miners right'

certificate, to do this.
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Athena.
Athena is sixty-six years of age, she is widowed and lives in a two storey home

unit in a complex which appears to be largely owner occupied. Before retiring she
worked for many years as a doctor's receptionist and book keeper. She has two
grown up sons, one is single and lives at home with her and the other is married

with children, all live in the Darwin environs. She has clear ideas about what
considers leisure activities and she was ready with a list of them when

she

I arrived

for the interview. Clubs are important in Athena's recreation, she is treasurer of
the Merry Widows club and in their choir, she is an honorary member of an
auxiliary club, attends U3A regularly, and enjoys fortnightly card evenings with

like minded group of women and she is a regular member of the DDG.

a

She

usually walks the neighbour's dog every day,exercise for them both, but her
greatest love is lawn bowls and she is captain of the women's team at her club.
She

is also on several committees for bowls and plays the game four times

a

week. Other recreation includes, three or four good library books a week
(adventure not love stories), big crosswords and a regular morning of badminton
once a week.

In her spare time

she rescues tattered dollies from church shops,

shampoos their hair, washes them up and knits them a complete outfit of clothes
so they can be resold to help raise money for her church. She has a lot of good

friends and often goes to the theatre or cinema with groups of friends who
organise such outings at the drop of a hat and 'we troop along' she says.

Themes.

There is a dominant impression from the interviews that these women have
undergone a journey during the course of .rheir lives. This journey or voyage is

marked by different stages, from the restricted but relatively 'safe haven' of the

family, to the freedom and autonomy of a stage which looks askance at
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constraints of married life. Eartha of course is something of an exception to the

norm in that she has an unusual amount of autonomy and personal time and
space

for a married woman of her generation - she is currently living a 'both

ways' life style. Statements from each of these women have been brought
together to provide a composite picture of the broad stages of the voyages they
made from constrained gender roles to much freer existences, via the good ship

'Leisure'.

'The Family - a Safe Haven?'

All of the women I interviewed were married for many years, raised children,
enjoy their grandchildren and seem satisfied with the amount of contact they
now have with their families. Athena refers to a time of limited leisure when her

children were young, in a way which does not suggest much difficulty with
constraints, 'when you're first married you're

in the flush of , of , umm, married

bliss and you're quite huppy to be home with your family and looking after your
house.' She seemed fairly comfortable with the 'fact' that 'also of course you've

got small children so you're not able to do these things.' She was quite definite

that 'once the children were off [her] hands' she was not restricted by her
husband, she was 'one of the lucky ones' because he encouraged her to go out
even though he himself preferred to stay at home.

Each

of the women I interviewed was adamant that they were not restricted by

their marriages and family lives. Thalia said, 'I was free with my family, I went
dancing then.' In fact this occurred because her husband became the president or
chieftain of a Scottish social club which the whole family attended and where all

her of five children learned to dance at the club functions. Although she still
loves to go dancing, that family centred leisure is quite different to the more
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independent leisure activities she enjoys now that the family has left home. It is
interesting that Thalia and Terpsichore who loved and performed dance from the

time that they were small children, both managed to find ways to dance during
their married years and both are still dancing for their primary recreation.

In spite of all achieving some varying degrees of leisure

space, all

of the women

also felt that when their children were small there were periods when, as
Terpsichore says of theatre 'I didn't do any for a while, because we had children.'

Athena commented, 'as your, your life goes on umm, you possibly do wish you
could go out and do more' but this was not feasible while your life 'was tied up

with home, children, and umm family', even though her husband was 'very
tolerant' and 'never minded' her doing anything.

'Stormy Weather - Crossing The Bar?'

This section refers to a time of crisis when the women I interviewed first found
themselves in a position where their children had grown up and their husbands
were no longer with them (except for Eartha). One of the women is a widow, two

have been separated or divorced from their husbands and one has a husband

who is only home two or three days out of seven. All of them found they had to
construct a different identity to the one they had been accustomed to and for all of

them leisure seems to have been an important means by which they 'found'
their new selves. To add to their challenge this phase of their journey was broadly
coincidental with a period when the dominant discourses on ageism might be
expected to impinge on their lives and liberties.

Thalia and Athena were the most explicit and articulate about the voyage which

carried them from an identity which was largely based
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on

socially determined

gender roles to a much freer position in which they now hold a great deal more
personal power. When Athena described the first stage of her widowhood, she

told me she had always been a very independent person and so 'I gave myself

a

talking to.' She told herself, 'now look, nobody's going to come and look after
you and do things for you and feel sorry for you.' She still believes, 'you've got to

look after yourself and make sure you're not lonely yourself.' Athena admits that

at first she was frightened of being lonely 'so I more less joined everything I
could, um, almost things

I didn't even want to do especially.'

Thalia was more purposeful in the way she turned to leisure as a resource, her
marriage took several years to 'wind down' and so her process of losing a partner
was possibly less abrupt than Athena's and she had more time to prepare for it.

Firstly she had to recover from the effects of a very bad menopause, including
'bad turns' which left her shuffling and with poor balance. She believes 'that
you've got to learn to find out what you're body's telling you' and also that
'you've got to do things for yourself, a lot of things you've got to do for yourself.'
So, not being 'one to go to the doctors',

in her mid fifties she returned to yoga at

least once a week to regain what she'd lost and she told me 'it was my saviour.'
By sixty-two she had retired from factory work and left her home in New South
Wales to join her son and his family in Queensland. She kept up her yoga there
and eventually taught yoga herself for five years in Queensland from the ages of

sixty-four to sixty-nine.

Thalia regards ballroom dancing as a key element in how she 'found' herself and
re-entered society as a single woman. Once her dauglrter-in-law was settled (they

all moved to a new town together) she decided it was time to address her own
needs and so she went to a dance one Saturday night.
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'I got myself all prettied rp

...

I sat there and I sat there, I felt like Gracie Fields when she said, "I took me harp

to a party and nobody asked me to play" nobody come to ask me for a dance.' In
spite of the agony of that night Thalia decided 'you're not going to beat me, I'm

not going home' and the next Thursday she went back to that group to their
afternoon dance. It was hard to cross that threshold but she said to herself, 'it
only takes one step' and this time she was asked to dance. A local well established
couple 'adopted' her for two weeks and introduced her to partners and then after
a fortnight they told her 'you're on your own' and she never looked back. Thalia

in her life.
That was my saviour really, from being on my own. That taught me
that I was no longer a married woman. I was once more on my own. I
had to find my way. You've got to find your own way. You don't live
in yesteryear ... you've got to look forward to what's ahead of you.

speaks of this experience as a turning point

Terpsichore's trajectory after marriage suggests a similar pattern of finding herself

through leisure activities, she moved back to Darwin, a place she had only left for
her husband's 'job's sake', and when she got back embraced the local theatre and

ballroom dancing scene with gusto. Some years later, joining the DDG gave her
the first opportunity since she was twelve of being involved again with dance

as

performance and theatre. She told me she had always loved to dance, 'mainly I

like to dance and perform.' When I commented on the forty-odd year gap in her

doing dance as performance she replied, 'I'm making up for lost timez /ês
[chuckles] yeah well I enjoy it.'
Eartha faced some of the same issues to do with having newly available time and

no partner to share it with when she came in to the city from a rural life on the
station in her early sixties and her husband chose to spend the major part of his

v¡eek

in the country. She too made new friends and

she also took up nclv

activities, these included dancing, bowling, painting and voluntary church work,

as well as maintaining her gardening interests and nurturing family
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relationships. Athena who says she has many friends who are widows appeared
to be speaking collectively when she assured me that life was 'possibly fuller' as a

retiree without a husband. She qualified this however, by quoting another
woman's performance in the group's public show, interestingly she didn't quote
exactly and in fact put forward her own rather different individual point of view.

'Don't get us wrong, we've got nothing against love and men and husbands, but
we've learned to adapt as we had to, without men.' Lest the bravery of these
women and their focus on the positive in life, imply that this was an 'easy
passage',

I will finish this section with quotes from Thalia who passionately

dislikes negativity, and who remarked, 'believe me

it

wasn't easy.' Speaking of

the period of her marriage ending Thalia told me 'I went through

it and I, I've

looked at photos lof herself from that time] ... it wasn't a very good time.' Rather

more cheerfully she marks the end of the transition period, 'Crossing The Bar',

with the statement 'but anyhow I found myself ... and I moved up here.'
'You are over the first flush of loneliness and ... your life gets on a more even

keel' (Athena).

With this metaphor, (which gave rise to the voyage theme of these findings)
Athena was describing a consolidation which occurred for her, she says it needs
'at least a year, a couple of years

it takes to sort your life out and do, you know,

decide what you're going to do and what you're not going to do.' After the first

'rush of bereavement' she gradually got over her fear of loneliness, 'weeded out'
those activities which didn't really interest her and discovered she had lots of

friends. One of the things this group of women has in common is that they have

many friends, both shared. and separate.

All of the women

have their own

individual interests which they do not share with the others as well as being
linked through a common love clf dance and the membership of some of the
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same clubs

Athena says that it reminds her of school-girl days where you do things in groups

together and have 'best friends' - she likes they way they often do spontaneous
things such as get up a party booking to go to the theatre together. It is clear that

all of them value these friendships very highly and that friendship networks
underpin a great many of their activities. In spite of this there seems to be very

little dependence on or need to give up any personal freedom because of

these

relationships. Thalia stayed in Queensland for nine years altogether, she had
stayed on another five years by herself, after her son and his family had moved to

Darwin - because she was having a good time. However after nine years her best

friend got a boyfriend and he moved in with her and Thalia believes, 'two's
company three's a crowd' so she moved on and came to live in Darwin. This was
not hard she said because'I make friends easy, I make plenty of friends.'

Friendship and freedom seemed to crop up quite often

as

topics during the

interviews; Thalia told me that it meant 'everything' to her; both she and Athena
borrow their neighbours' dogs so that they can enjoy a pet without compromising
their freedom. Only Eartha who still lives in a family home owns a pet dog, if she
wanted to be away there are relatives who would care for the dog. Perhaps even
more strongiy than friendships and freedom, this stage of life, for these women,
seems to be characterised

by self confidence and an inner certainty, as Athena

said, about what things they're 'going to do and what lthey're] not going to do.'Of

all the activities that Athena was left with after her 'weeding' process, sports were
the most important - especially bowls. 'Bowls is a rea.l drug [she laughed]

it

gets

you in.' Not only is she captain of the women's team, she is also a 'sports
champion' as is attested by the many trophies and awards she has displayed on
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a

high shelf in her lounge room. During the Masters Games and at carnival times
she finds the energy to play bowls all day every day

for

a week at a time. She likes

the challenge of bowls, the exercise and the fact that 'all [her] friends belong.'

Athena and Thalia both seemed to have had several shorter involvements with
organisations and activities from which they fairly quickly moved on, 'a bit dull'
said Thalia of one, but these activities served as a springboard for them to find
more compatible longer term interests. Thalia soon discovered that, now that she

didn't 'have to', sewing, knitting and being at home, are 'not a pleasure [but] a
chore.' Above

all she loves to dance and even as a child of six performing in

concerts she tells me

'f loved it, loved every minute of it.'

She described the

'stormy' period of first being alone as having to 'find' herself and in the process

of doing this she made use of two leisure activities which she sees as her
'saviours'. Yoga healed her body and helped her relax, while ballroom dancing
served as her rite of passage back into society. In fact now that she herself is 'on an
even keel' she tells me that ballroom dancing has 'opened a door for quite a lot of

people around here, that I've got out you know, to go and do things.' One of
these, a neighbour who rarely went out, has told her,

'I forget about the garden

now [Thalia] that I've learnt dancing.' As a child at school Thalia loved
geography and dreamed of travel, but she never did travel until the mid 1970s
when her marriage was in its final stages. Now at eighty she manages at least one

interstate or overseas holiday a year and she has a marvellous time, she has
photos to prove it.

Terpsichore's leisure choices were comparatively purposeful and usually,quite

long term; she spoke of joining X's theatre group and Y's dance group in a way
which suggested commitment and shared goals under an artistic leader. Within
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these choices she was quite clear about her priorities and informed all concerned

that she was not currently available on Friday evenings - they are reserved for
medal dancing classes. Her childhood concert dancing classes were cut off at the
age of twelve when her father died and money was short. She has always loved
dance and theatre and at present these interests occupy the majority of her time.
She is a vibrant, active woman yet

- somehow it took her close to forty years to

fulfil her wish to return to involvement in dance

performance.

Eartha's interests are quite broad, and like Terpsichore's they all tended to be long

term, she usually ceased an activity with reluctance and only because the teacher
had left town or some such immutable reason. Since coming into town about ten
years ago, Eartha has become involved

in the gardening club with renewed

vigour, she has varied leisure interests and she ably combines them with her
home and family commitments - creating a balance that seems to work well for

her. She and her husband have 'plenty to talk about' when they get together

as

well as enjoying activities such as line dancing and gardening. The 'even keel'
that Eartha enjoys is well earned; it is different to that of the other women
because she still experiences the world from a married perspective. She has yet to
face the particular patch of 'Stormy Weather' created by being without a partner, I

believe that in the event, her leisure interests and dual lifestyle would stand her

in good stead and help her steer her towards the 'fair winds and calm seas' of an
autonomous identity. As she says, 'I'm different from most couples, because, I

have all the week to myself.'A comment by Athena about the activities of the
DDG also applies to the way the women I interviewed approached life in general,
'we're willing to learn anything, but we generally adapt it to our own style.'
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The Doldrums

-

'she's sitting around knitting at the present moment' (Thalia).

This stage seems to come from the inability to formulate new roles and derive
satisfaction from an identity which doesn't revolve around service to one's
husband and children.

At this time it

appears that

it may be not uncommon for

the prevailing winds of sexism and ageism to inhibit the older woman from even

beginning to voyage beyond the known world of her home and family. In the

following excerpt Thalia describes a negative, unhappy woman of her
acquaintance.

I, I've been
through that stage ... you're doing everything for your kids while
they're little. And then you're doing it for the grandchildren but later
on, you've got nothing. Your life, your children have grown up and
they've left. And you're one? two? people and you, you don't know
what we're going to do with your life.

She's sitting around knitting at the present moment. See,

Thalia captures in a nutshell the dilemma of acquiescence, a state in which it can
be virtually impossible to even visualise an alternative role to family concerns.
She

told me that she had been through just such a debilitating time 'when all

[her] family went.' All of the women I interviewed seemed to be close to and fond

of their grandchildren and some do babysit them, but even Eartha whose
grandson boards with her, does not seem either to limit her activities for his sake

or to live her life around his presence in her home. Their lives extend far beyond
domesticity, home and family concerns. When

I

asked Thalia

if she had any idea

why more people didn't think as she did, that 'old age is a privilege' she replied:
It's different attitudes, a lot of people are still with their husbands and
their husbands don't want to do anything, so they don't want to do
anything and so hence they just stay put. Then there's those that don't
want to go outside the door, they expect everybody to come to them,
which doesn't happen. You must close the.door and get out... go out
and enjoy, meet people, do things, do things with your life that's what
you're given life for.
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These opinions reflect a belief which seemed to be held

by most of

the

interviewees that the presence of a husband can be one of the most effective
dampeners on the life and leisure of a woman.

'The Forsaken Mermen - or Beware the Shoals of Patriarchy.'

This phase describes a stage where the three single women are currently
expressing wariness and concern at the lack of freedom they see

in the lives

of their married peers. These feelings may well be augmented by memories
of their own marital experiences, which they refer to positively and yet with
a degree of ambivalence. Thalia is especially wary; she told me that once she

had 'found' herself, 'the men didn't interest me much, they were only
lookin' for somewhere to put their feet, under a table ... I'd had that, I'd had
years of that.'

At the same time she gave the clear impression that she did

not feel negative towards her former husband in spite of her being so wary

of men looking for a relationship. She told me that her current state of
freedom means 'everything' to her and several times during our talk she

informed me gleefully 'I've got freedom.' This was ambiguous because
Thalia had earlier told me she was 'free with [her] famiiy.'

I asked about the

two freedoms and she told me that now she had a different freedom
altogether' and then she explained why:
because, well I don't let my family's troubles trouble me. My family's
troubles is their troubles. I had mine now they've got theirs. If they
have children they look after them, like I looked after mine, don't
come to me for babysittin ... I baby sat mine, they baby sit theirs.

Thus freedom seems to be equated with a personal independence from family
expectations and responsibilities. Thalia believes that her children are l,arppier

this way and she certainly does seem to be on very good terms with her sons and
daughter-in-laws with regular family contact and interstate visits. She is a free
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spirit and even at eighty her family still finds her unpredictable, 'I'm always
surprising them ... especially the one's down South', she chuckles. She has drawn
her boundaries with her family and they obviously respect and accept them, but,
she does not seem to be interested

in negotiating domestic

space

with a resident

male, she equates that possibility with the loss of her freedom.

Athena told me, 'men are very sexist people you know?' Amongst the examples
she gave of this were some

of the reasons males advanced against allowing the

women equal membership of her sports club. 'They just didn't like playing with
the women, they used to say things like, "Oh no the women

will

get bitchy about

things, or get upset easily, or something like that".' She is also acutely aware of
the limited freedom women in couples have compared to 'the widows', by which
she seemed to refer to all of her women friends who had ever been married and

now were not for whatever reason.

I

gained the impression that Athena (while

loyal to the memory of her husband), found the vast majority of men rather
puzzling, sad, creatures, who would not do anything, and would not join in, and

but who were useful, though not indispensable on the dance floor.

Terpsichore, is rather reserved on personal matters, in speaking of her marriage
she asserts, 'we didn't restrict each other' and then she says of the marriages she
sees around her: 'that's probably

why I'm not very keen on what I see of most of

them, lchuckle] umm, that they're so restricted.

I

She describes herself and the other women

I am interviewing in terms of

freedom,

never have been.

I never was.'

'I think we're all sort of liberated types that go in for these things.' I

gained the impressiort th.at these women are aided in preserving their state of
single freedom by keeping a critical eye on the alternatives.
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Eartha, while not unaware of others' problems

is adamant that she is not

confined in her marriage, 'I have all the week to myself and I make sure I spend

the time, when my husband's home, with him.' There can be no doubt that
Eartha is happy

in the balance

she has achieved between personal activities and

couple oriented ones. 'I make sure that

I keep Sunday and Monday for him

and

do things with him, Iike the line dancing and Sunday outings, that sort of thing.'
Nevertheless she

is describing here the traditional female pattern of

deference to her husband's life style. Like all the women

female

I interviewed Eartha felt'

this was natural and satisfactory, however, in hindsight these patterns of
deference are often felt to contain elements of constraint.

On this theme the DDG show the women workshopped and performed showed

a

strong scepticism about notions of marital bliss and living 'happily ever after'.
Many of the skits in the performance were strongly anti-sexist and anti-ageist and
one in particular aptly sums up this stage of female independence that

I

have

called 'The Forsaken Mermen'. The skit concerns a woman choosing personal
freedom over a relationship with a 'male' suitor.
women sitting talking in

a

It

begins with two of the

stage cafe, one wears a large, black, moustache and

takes a male role, 'he' tells the other that he would do anything for her (even

shave

off the moustache) he wants to settle down and have children.

answers to the effect that she is on the

She

pill and plans to travel and after some

further exchanges she walks off and leaves him sitting alone in the cafe.

This conclusion implies a rejection of the 'joys' of coupledom in favour of
personal freedom. Another early skit in the show has a similar theme, here

a

'couple' mime ironic responses that mock the words of the romantic song 'Tea
For Two', which is being sung in the background. Even while valuing the past,
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the show consistently lampoons romantic sentimentality suggesting a wisdom
which sees beyond stereotypes and media hype.

DISCUSSION:

Wearing (7992a) notes that Foucault 'urges us, as a form of resistance, not to be

confined by discourses' (p.11).
women

It is evident from their profiles that the four

I interviewed have outstepped

the ageist and sexist discourses which

surround and enmesh many older women in our society. In her study on
'Leisure and resistance in an aging society' Wearing posits that the opposite to
resistance is 'acquiescence' (7992a). Not surprisingly, given the toe tapping nature

of my small sample, not much current personal acquiescence emerged from the
stories of these interviewees. Nevertheless
causes can be found
access leisure

a

picture of such acquiescence and its

in their constructions of other women who are not able to

with the same freedom as themselves.

The women's stories suggest a voyage, or a journey which has spanned their
lives and occurred in stages. To take this analogy further, on a macro-scale these
journeys have taken place within a climate where the prevailing winds can be
symbolised as sexist and later in life ageist discourses. For older women ageism

provides an added social pressure pushing them in the direction of containment

and conformity. In order to look at the micro level of these women's changing
resistances, negotiations and acquiescence to constraints on their identities and

their freedoms (especially in regard to leisure) it has been useful to look at their
journeys over time. The following discussion applies the lens of femirrist poststructuralism to the women's journeys in order to bring in to focus the way the
dynamics of freedom and constraint have operated in their leisure experiences.
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'The Family - a Safe Haven?'

In the findings section on the family as a 'safe haven', comments made by
women hinted that there was some ambivalence
constraints on freedom which are

the

in their feelings about the

built into the gender

based roles of wife and

mother. These comments indicated that the emphasis dominant family
discourses place on women's over riding commitment to the servicing of their

families did chafe at times. Nevertheless, just as Thompson (1992) found, these
women were in no doubt that the welfare of their families was their paramount

priority.

Despite those signs of minor chafing at gender role restrictions, the interviewees

generally accepted their discursively defined, gender subjectivities with a very
good grace. In fact the language they use suggests that they perceived their roles of

wives and mothers as natural and inevitable. This acceptance is shown in the
way they speak of personal recreation versus family responsibilities, for example,

'of

course you've got small children so you're not able to do these things',

'obviously you ... feel you should be at home with your husband', 'out of
necessity you don't go out as much'(emphasis, added, Athena) and 'we didn't go
anywhere much because you had to stay home with the children' (emphasis
added Thalia). The use of words and phrases like, of course, obviously, had to,
should, not able to, and out of necessity, implies these women have an acceptance

of nuclear family gender roles which is so complete that it excludes

other

alternatives.

According to Weedon (1987) this family stage of women's lives, is dominated by

patriarchal, gender power relations in which women's interests
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are

'subordinated' to those of men. She points out that while in theory women have

a wide range of options in life, all of those which we share with men involve
coming to terms with 'what is constantly being offered to us as our primary role -

that of wife and mother' (7987 p.3). In post-structuralist terms the virtual
'inevitability' of wife and motherhood for women in our society is normalised by
a common-sense appeal to the'natural'.

We are told that

it is right

and natural that women should find their highest

purpose and greatest fulfilment through the roles of wife and mother, as they are

currently defined by the hegemony. Such common-sense definitions not only
mask the oppressive nature of those roles, but also make invisible the fact that

they are merely one discursive version of the truth.

It is hard for women to

challenge those roles when there seems to be no viable, socially sanctioned
alternatives. As Weedon (7987) says, this biological, gender role theory and the

'common-sense positions which

it informs, offer women forms of

fixed

subjectivity which render the status quo natural and marginalize attempts to
change

it

as unnatural' (p.27). This situation would have been especially true for

women of an older generation such as those in this study.

A number of recent Australian leisure studies, (Wearing

1,992b; Dempsey 1,992;

Thompson 7992; Wearing 7991) have referred to the cost of resistance to
dominant, patriarchal discourses as being so great as to inhibit some women from
even contemplating the idea. Dempsey's longitudinal study of a country town,

explicitly reveals the painful social cost for women who challenge dominant,
gender, social mores, Ieading him to the conclusion that in the community he

studied, few women dare and virtually none succeed in rocking the boat of
gender power relations.
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This is not to deny that for the group studied, as their children grew older,

access

to leisure activities was possible to varying degrees. Gardening club, tennis,
amateur theatricals, bowls and dancing were activities mentioned during the
interviews. Research by Thompson (1,992) argues that wives' participation in such
recreational activities is facilitated when their husbands are also involved in the
same leisure activities. Otherwise, wives' personal leisure tends to be tailored to

suit their husbands' life style and wishes. This was certainly the case with the
two women who kept up with their dancing during marriage. In Thalia's case the

whole family went dancing as a result of her husband's position as head of

a

cultural and social club. Terpischore's husband not only enjoyed dancing, he also

shared at times her interest

in the dramatic arts - directing rather than

performing.

Nevertheless to a certain extent these women, in so far as they diverted some of

their energies away from their families and into their own recreational interests,
were resisting the patriarchal, family discourse which decrees that wife and
motherhood should be a woman's 'source of full self-realization' (Weedon, 7987
p.38). This should be seen within the framework that Thompson (1992) describes

in her study on older women and tennis. She argues that although some married
women manage to incorporate leisure activities into their lives and thus achieve
a measure of freedom, 'one cannot ignore the structural, ideological and cultural

limitations out of which women forge their particular form of leisure' (1992
p.272).

'Stormy Weather - Crossing The Bar.'

In this project important

changes

in subjectivity for the interviewees have been

precipitated by changes in 'rnarital relations', lhat is to say the endi¡rg or dramatic
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altering of a marriage relationship. At this point their journeys have reached

a

transitional stage, where these women are faced with the challenge of crossing
discourse barriers and constructing new subjectivities or becoming stranded in
obsolete gender based roles. Like many women

of their generation they have

spent most of their lives accepting the reality of a discourse which proclaims that

it is 'natural for women to defer constantly to the interests of men and children'
(Weedon, 7987 p,40). Three out of four of the interviewees were more or less

abruptly thrust into a position where husband and children were not there to
need them any longer. This is a common and traumatic time for women when,
as Thalia says, 'you don't know what you're going to do

with your life.' With

the

anchor of the husband and family largely swept away, women's gender-defined

family roles are no longer a matter of inevitability and commonsense - in fact
those roles often do not make much sense at all.

From a post-structuralist perspective this is one of those key times when an

individual as the site of 'discursive struggle' may 'produce new versions of
meaning from the conflicts and contradictions between existing discourses'
(Weedon 7987, p.106). No matter how safe, happy and comfortable

it

may be

traditional marriage contains elements of constraint for women in our society.
When the husband has gone and the cage door swings open the woman within
must find new discourses and construct new subjectivities if she is to step out of
the cage. The participants

in this study forged new relationships and discovered

new ways of being largely through their involvement in recreational activities. It
can hardly be surprising that a discourse on leisure, which is widely regarded

as

being inherently ¡onnected with freedom and individual choice (Betschild 7995;
Wearing 7994; Betschild & Green 7994; Wearing 7992a; Henderson 1990; Samdahl
7988; Wearing

& Wearing 1988) should have become a bridge for
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these women

towards their construction of newer, more autonomous identities. In this regard
these women's trajectories are an illustration of an hypothesis put forward by
Henderson et al. (1989) cited in Henderson (1990, p.229) they:
proposed that through leisure, women can learn to value themselves
as individuals and obtain the confidence to challenge society's gender
role restrictions and stereotypes. Leisure involvement for women may

be a means of liberation from restrictive gender roles and, thus,
means for empowerment.

a

'Over the first flush of loneliness and ... your life gets on a more even keel'
(Athena).

Anderson (1975) in her work on women and leisure writes that, due to their
socialisation, women do not believe they have the 'right to pursue their own
interests'; instead they devote their lives to 'service and self sacrifice for their
husband and children' (1975 p.1). In this study

I have found that while married,

the participants did engage in leisure activities to a limited degree, but those
activities were indeed constrained and moderated by their family responsibilities.
Once however, those participants who were no longer part of a couple, had
crossed over from identities founded on traditional, gender based family roles,

they enthusiastically embraced recreational activities. Wearing (1997) has shown

how leisure discourses can provide an opportunity for resisting feminine
stereotypes and constructing

'alternative

identities based on individual

interests' (p.579).

This stage of the non-married participants' journey is characterised by three
factors. Firstly autonomy, they have developed strong ideas on what they want to

do and what they do not want to do, on wii¿t is a pleasure and what is a 'chore'.

All of the women interviewed are following their interests and devoting a good
deal of time to activities they find fun and enjoyable. Some of these interests such
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as dance performance, travel and dedication to sport, are offshoots of favourite

childhood activities that have lain dormant for many years.

A second characteristic of these women, linked to autonomy, is the possession of
a highly valued personal freedom. They come and go as they choose and they
make decisions based on their own best interests; they do not appear to defer to
others in such matters.

Thirdly, while all of the women have strong family feelings and loyalties (two of
them had me

in tears with stories of family kindness and family tragedies)

they

do not live for or through their families. Instead friendship is a very significant
part of their daily lives. On a day to day basis their friendship networks provide
encouragement, support, inspiration, and camaraderie. As Athena says of her
women friends, 'you meet up with people in your same circumstances ... and you

do the same things with them.' Events like dining out and going to the theatre
that you might have gone to with a husband, 'we have a group of us that do most

of these things; they're bowlers and they're dancers and that sort of thing.'

As

well as local outings the women told of interstate and even overseas holidays
they went on with friends. Thalia spoke of the way Terpsichore encouraged her to
become involved

"*hy don't you

with performing in the play 'Oedipus Rex', 'my friend

come?"

said

I said "alright I'll go," so my friend and I went.' This

experience of performing in the chorus, as an elder, in a complex interesting play,

was one she spoke of with great feeling and joy,

'it came together just like a

jigsaw.'

Weedon (7987) writes of the way a subject's resistance

to

dominant discourses at

an individual level may mean they are won over to a new discourse and thus
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increase its social power. The participants have actually demonstrated a desire to

win others, particularly friends, away from sexist and ageist

stereotypical

behaviour and over to the benefits of a variety of recreations. Athena spoke of
her efforts to encourage others to be more active because 'there are an awful lot of

people that don't do anything.' Thalia was quite proud of the results of her
attempts to reach other women whose lives were confined and homebound,'I've

got a few people going, that never ever went dancing before'. The fact that,

as

eighty year old Thalia says/ 'they're younger than me' is an indication that the

link between age and activity levels is more a state of mind than a matter of years.

The three single women and to an extent Eartha, have moved from a subjectivity

defined by family responsibilities, and being 'tied to the house', to one
characterised by freedom, autonomy and friendship between equals. From a post-

structuralist point of view these changes are a reflection of the fact that 'an
individual's sense of herself ... is open to continuous redefinition' (Weedon,
p.106). This process

1987

of redefinition of one's subjectivity can be seen as Weedon

argues, one where women's memory and experience of oppressive discourses can

provide the 'basis for the articulation of alternative meanings, which do not
marginalize and subordinate women' (7987 p.727).

For the participants in this study, it seems that conflicts and contradictions arose

when the dominant discourse which defined their biologically based, family,
gender, roles were no longer able to give meaning to their daily lives. Weedon
(7987) has observed that our subjectivities are never fixed, they are always open to

competing discourses. When, as for these women, a situation occurs where they
are subject to definitions of femininity and age, which conflict with the way they

see their best interests,

a space for resistance or even the rejection of
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the

repressive discourse is created. Such a transition may be fearful and hazardous
and not all women are able to navigate the crossing.

The Doldrums

- 'She's sitting around knitting at the present moment' (Thalia)-

Marooned or Castaway?

This phase is one of acquiescence to dominant discourses and reflects
acceptance

an

of and probably an internalisation of sexist and ageist mores for

women. One result

of accepting ageism, is the ageist underuse

syndrome

described by (McCallum 1989), which seriously undermines the health and well-

being of older people. In her study on older women and men and leisure
activities, Wearing (1.992a) found that for couples,

it could be either the husband

or the wife who exerted pressure on their partners to acquiesce to ageist social
norms, or even a mutual choice to stay within their traditional gender role
boundaries. The women

I

interviewed seemed to feel that

it

was primarily

pressure from a male partner which limited a woman's recreations and outings
and hence her ability to create a freer identity when her children had grown up.

This section is concerned with those women who are on their own, or married

with grown up families, and who don't cross the bar, they remain trapped in
discourses which are about constraints rather than freedom

for

women.

Although this does not include any of the interviewees in this study, it does refer

to women from amongst their contemporaries whom they have constructed

as

curtailed and limited in their personal choices. The following excerpts from
Athena's interview illustrate this point very well:
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You ask any of the ladies at the club who have got husbands, they can't
join the things that we join because they're still tied to the house and
home, umm, as I say you wouldn't get too many husbands would be
tolerant enough to let their wives run around as much as the widows
do ... lspeaking of married women attending club outings, especially
weekends away she told me they sayl 'Oh no, my husband doesn't want
to go. I can't go if he doesn't want to go.' They are curtailed from
coming. They tell you they'd love to come but they can't because they
have to be home for their husbands. I think a lot of the men just feel
that if they're home, their wives should be home, I think, I don't know
if it's just to talk to, or just to wait on them or what?
These observations accord

with a number of leisure research studies which claim

that male partners limit women's leisure activities (Dempsey
1.992;

1,992; Thompson

Woodward and Green 1988; Wimbush and Talbot 1988; Darlison 1985).

Thompson's study suggests that some married women would not commit time

on the weekends or to going 'awãf', for tennis, because they felt constrained by

their husbands wishes, 'weekends, he likes you to be here'. Other women said
they would choose never to go out of town, 'on my own and leave my husband
home ... I'm lucky to still have my husband, a lot of women haven't and that's

why they go' (7992 p.280). It seems that some women decide to make leisure
sacrifices for their husbands and some feel they have no choice.

Even with no husband to police sexist mores, some women have internalised
repressive discourses about appropriate feminine behaviour and in effect, police
themselves. An example is the woman described

in the 'Findings' section who

is

'sitting around knitting', she appears to have exhausted her purpose as a family
factotum, her family has gone but she is unable to break free of a subjectivity

which has no meaning outside of family service.

The interviewees shared a voluntary and willing belief that their children, and
husbands had

in the past, constituted a legitimate claim on their energies,
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talents

and leisure time. A post-structuralist analysis would view this as

an

it is 'natural' for women

to

internalisation of the commonsense discourse that

have less power than males and to serve their families. According to this theory

women are interpellated into a humanist discourse which constructs their
subjectivity in such a way they perceive themselves as fixed in their natural roles

of wife and mother. This subjectivity is bolstered by the media and by all the
monolithic institutions of our society,law, medicine, education, religion, welfare
systems, psychology and of course, marriage and the family. In this way women

are socially constructed to be active agents

in their own relative

powerlessness

(Weedon 7987). Of course this powerlessness varies greatly amongst women, with
discourses on race, class ethnicity and gender also impacting one's social options

and subjectivities.

Due perhaps to the sharing of belief systems inherent in the dominant discourses

the interviewees showed sympathy and empathy towards the limited nature of
the personal freedoms of their married contemporaries. However, they seemed to

have less sympathy and understanding for those widows and other single
women who still remained primarily baby sitting, knitting and 'tied to the
house.' This was a common expression of Athena's and always conjured up to
me a vision of a woman bound to a house as one might be to a tree or to railway

tracks. The women who remain
appear to

fit the profile

in this housebound position, the doldrums,

described by the ACOTA (1989) submission concerning

older women at risk from lack of activity. McCallum (1989) and Wearing (1992a)
also both refer to the deterioration which can occur from a lack of stimulus and
excessive confr-,rrnity to sexist and ageist stereotypes.

Wearing (7992a) has noted that forms of resistance to dominant discourses, in
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particular ageing, 'are neither uniform nor unidimensional' (p.11). Resistance
may occur on a continuum, Weedon (1987) believes that

it

can occur even when

subjects are 'forced to conform at least externally' (p.100). Weedon (7987) argues

that

it is very hard for women to 'opt out' of patriarchal

structures,

nuclear famity

in a large part because they are faced with the lack of a 'real

alternative' (p.40). To some extent this is an answer to Weedon's own question as

to why do women 'tolerate social relations which subordinate their interests to
those of men' (p.72).

The fact that there are few alternatives, particularly for older women with a life

time's experience of social controls applied through patriarchal power systems,
provides a compelling argument for why many do not break free of oppressive
discourses. Woodward and Green (1988) aptly sum up the manner in which these

social controls, 'ranging from verbal hostility, ridicule and unwanted comments

with sexual connotations, through to the threat of or actual use of physical
violence against women' (p.744) operate

in both the private and the public

arenas.

Individual men are able to exercise control over the activities of 'their'

women in this way, and women as a whole experience
circumscriptions on their freedom of movement because of their fears

of encountering male hostility in leisure venues or on the streets
(p.laa).

Even Athena and Thalia, who are quite free of domestic constraints, do not seem

comfortable about going out alone at night, as Thalia says of using public
transport at night, 'at my age you don't look for trouble.'

'The Forsaken Mermen - or Beware the 3hoals of Patriarchy.'

This section refers to a state of mind from -which the three single women seemed

to view the majority of marriage relationships around thcm, and cultural
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idealisations of marriage, with a strong degree of scepticism. Their main concern
about marriage, was the perceived lack of liberty

it entails for women. In spite of

their certainty that their marriages 'didn't restrict' them,

I

was conscious of

a

degree of ambiguity in my interviewees in regard to their marriages and personal

freedoms. Even Athena, although positive her husband was not 'jealous or
possessive'

or curtailing of her, also acknowledged that her husband 'never

wanted to go out ... whereas I like going out and
necessity you don't go out as much as you would

I like company, so out of

if you've got a husband like

that'. Nor did she begin most of her current much loved leisure activities until
she became a widow.

Soon after her marriage ended Terpsichore, although somewhat wistfully
positive and philosophical about the frequent moves in her married life, moved
back to Darwin and has stayed firmly put for over a decade. Thalia who on the

one hand asserts that she has 'enjoyed' everything she's ever done,

also

discovered that many things she did for her family were a 'chore' once she did

not 'have to' do them. It aiso seems paradoxical that although Thalia insists

she

was 'free' in her marriage, she regards the possibility of a domestic relationship

with a new man as a return to something she's 'had years of' and clearly doesn't
want any more of.

According to these women they did not choose to be without partners, but they
have made the best of the situations they found themselves in, as Athena said,
''we've learned to adapt as we had to, without men.' Perhaps this assurance was

thought necessary because the women have coped remarkably, well with their
changed circumstances. In addition, they give the impression they would think

long and hard before going into a new marital situation. A post-structuralist
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perspective would argue that their belief that marriage circumscribes women's
freedoms is an entirely accurate view of a comparatively powerless, subjectivity
constructed from sexist, patriarchal, family discourses.

These conclusions,

in regard to the way marriage limits women's recreation,

are

strongly supported by evidence from feminists researching women and leisure
(Betschild

'1.995;

Thompson 1992; Dempsey 7992; Henderson et al. 7989; Wimbush

and Talbot 1988; Woodward and Green 1988; Darlison 1985). A Northern
Territory quantitative study on Sports and Recreation also lends support to these

views

in that it

asserts that married women, 'including those

relationships and women who lived

in a 'couple with

in de facto

dependent children'

household had the highest levels of non-participation of all marital status and
household groups' (Gardner, 7997 p.23).

Weedon (7987) writes that, where a subject position is compatible with an
individual's interests, (such as a woman's commitment to a long term marriage)
the individual will be an effective agent of that discourse. However, when 'there

is a space between the position of subject offered by a discourse and individual
interest, a resistance to that subject position is produced' (7987

this situation which

I have described

as women being wary

pp.1,1,2-1,73).

of the

It is

'Shoals Of

Patriarchy, or to continue the nautical image, as 'Forsaking Mermen'.

Thus a post-structuralist position would see this phase of the women's journeys
as one

of resistance to oppressive, sexist, discourses. Such resistance may extend

to a variety of the 'natural' expectations that women will provide a life long
source of free labour, this is demonstrated

in Thalia's views, 'I hate these bloody

grandmas that's always running around having to babysit and spoiling the kids, I
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don't do that'. An indication that such sentiments may range across cultural and
racial divisions can be found in a comment by well known Aboriginal writer
Ruby Langford (cited in Wearing,7994 p.11), 'I'd heard about an Aboriginal hostel

in Granville for people who'd raised their families and didn't want to become
live-in baby-sitters for the kids.' The hostel provided a quiet haven where
Langford was able to find space to write her book.

Wearing speaks of women claiming space and time for themselves as a process of

'rewriting the script of "woman" beyond phallocentric socialisation' (1994

p.13).

For the interviewees this process seems to involve some necessary 'letting go' of
service roles for their children, grandchildren, and male partners - past, present

or future. In her leisure studies research on women in midlife, Betschild reaches
similar conclusions, observing that

it is not until

women are released from the,

'obligations of being responsible for others and the double work shift that they

really can choose what they want to do for themselves' (7995 p.100). Thus older
single women appear to be ideally placed to resist sexism and ageism through
self-enhancing leisure activities - small wonder that they seem inclined to guard

their state of single blessedness.
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CHAPTER

5

FINDINGS & DISCUSSION PART

2.

FINDINGS

The main content focus of the second part of the findings is from excerpts from

the video of the performance in which the four interviewees and twelve other
older women acted danced and sang as well as co-wrote. The performance was
based on the lives, stories, thoughts and dreams of the sixteen women; the script

was democratically deveioped through a workshop process. They were supported

by four theatre professionals, a director, a choreographer, an assistant to these two
and a musical director.

Whilst the interview material was implicitly anti-ageist in that the women
manifestly do not conform to ageist stereotypes, the performance material is
more explicit and confrontational in its dealings with ageism. The performance
opened

with the women donning stereotypical old fashioned 'granny' hats and

shawls. (During the show the women wore simple silk tops matching in style, but

of different colours over black pants; character changes were largely signalled by
changes

in head wear.) While the rest of the women settled down in their 'little

old lady' clothes, the spotlight focused on a 'typical' grandmother, wearing a
shawl and sitting knitting in a rocking chair. Her skit was based on the theme 'old

folks are worth a fortune', when it was over, all of the women got up and stuffed

their hats and shawls into a rubbish bin shouting remarks like 'let's go down to
the pub' and 'alleluia!' and

'I'll drink to that.'

Anti-ageism is also evident in their rendition of the song 'It's
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Not

Unusual',

which can be seen as a coilective statement; a crystallisation of the group's
combined responses towards ageist norms and stereotypes. Using words and ideas

from the group, the musical director arranged them to the tune of the well
known pop song. The ideas and statements

in the song emerged from

a

workshop which aimed to encourage the women to talk about the things they did
that society found unusual:
It's not unusual to want sex at sixty-five,
It's not unusual to jitter bug and jive,
So if you're ever tempted to think we're half alive
You're very wrong, you know There's not much we can't do
As well as you.
It's not unusual to abseil or roller skate,
Or have you hair done specially to go on a date,
Or ride a bike to uni - you know it's not too late!
It's not unusual - it happens every day,
No matter what you say,
We're learning things we never knew.
'Cos we don't have to do
What you want us to We're doing things a different way.
It's not unusual to act and dance and sing,
Canoe or camp or disco, or any other thing Like put on lingerie for a wild, romantic fling!
It's not unusual, it's not unusual.

In this fashion we are given a list of the activities which society thinks are
unsuitable for older women to be doing. Hence it is not generally expected that
they will, 'want sex at sixty five', 'learn to jitterbug and jive', 'abseil or roller
skate', exert themselves for a special 'date', 'ride a bike to uni', or 'act and dance

and sing', 'Canoe or camp or disco', or wear 'lingerie for a wild, romantic fling!'
This musical refutation of ageist assumptions contains a statement of their belief
that such expectations add up to the suggestion that older women are 'only half

alive', an idea they firmly refuse. The song expresses a rejection of such
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stereotypes, because these women are doing things 'a different way', setting their

own course under their own steam. During this song one woman roller skated
several times across the stage, she learnt to do this especially for the performance,

it was something she had always wanted to try. Other women danced and did
high kicks in unison as they sang.

Anti-ageism is evident throughout the show; another segment specifically targets

the superficial, social judgements these women have to live with. In this section
the women make announcements broadly following a set format, 'society thinks
... but

I'm ...'. In these statements different women single out a variety of ageist

assumptions that have affected them personally:
'Society thinks I'm a built in babysitter - but I'm a rap dancing rager.'
'Society thinks I'm just a bowler - but I'm a sports champion.'
'Society thinks I'm a

pill pusher - but I'm a health

fanatic.'

'Society sees me as a senior citizen - but I'm really twenty one.'
'Society thinks that I'm a keen gardener - but I'm really the family detective.'
'Society thinks I'm useless - but

I help with

meals on wheels.'

'Society thinks of me as grandma - but I work for rights of the disabled.'

DISCUSSION

Arguing from a post-structuralist perspective Wearing (7992a) has claimed that
ageism is a discourse of 'deficienc/', which emphasises any limitations that may
come with age and thus 'reinforces the social constraints and negative stereotypes

associated

with ageing in our society' (p.12). The items from the

show,

highlighted in Part Two of the fir.dings section of this paper demonstrate an
awareness of, and resistance to ageist assumptions. Their song 'It's Not lJnusual'

for example, focuses on the many mainstream lifestyle and leisure activities in
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which older women do participate. The song explicitly challenges ageism with
statements like, 'there's not much we can't do
have to do

/

As well as you' and 'we don't

/ What you want us to.'

In the same vein, the statements beginning, 'Society thinks ... but I'm ...' are
calling for others to stop minimalising them and look beyond surface
appearances. These older women are more than grandmothers, gardeners, baby
sitters, bowlers or senior citizens; they are complex, interesting, active individuals

and they are asking to be recognised as fully human. Different segments of the

show target particular stereotypes, for example the opening item where the
women wear old fashioned clothes and the skit takes place in a rocking chair.
American feminist researchers Payne and Whittington (1980) state that the idea

of a 'granny' in a rocking chair sewing or knitting is the major public image of
how older women spend their leisure time. This view is debunked when the
women trash their old style clothes and 'leave' the stage to go to the local hotel

for a drink.

Payne and Whittington (1980) identify asexuality as one of the 'most persistent
and pernicious stereotypes of older women' (p.1a). Their singing of the lines 'It's

not unusual, to want sex at sixty-five' and to 'put on lingerie for a wild romantic

fling', are just some of numerous instances where women in the show refute the
belief that older women are both, 'Sexually Inactive and Sexually Uninterested'

(p.la). In their conclusion Payne and Whittington, (1980) dispute the 'popular

view of older women as weak, ineffective, inactive, asexual old maids or
widows', whose leisure time is spent in 'lonely solitude' (pp.22-23). The evidence

from the DDG performance suggests that in fact, the opposite is true and those
negative labels should be reversed. Instead, these are feisty, strong, effective,
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active holistically complete women, whose leisure time is filled with friendship
and exciting activities.

Using post-structural analysis Wearing (1992a) has postulated that the discourse

of leisure with its legacy of freedom, inherently contradicts the

'dominant

degenerative discourse on aging' and thereby provides a 'space for resisting

ageism' (p.11). The DDG performance lends support

to this argument

by

providing examples of collective resistance by a group of older women who are

using their leisure activities to gain a public voice and resoundingly dismiss
ageist stereotypes.
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CHAPTER

6

CONCLUSION
This study grew out of my desire to learn more about those older women whose
lives do not seem to conform to the dominant ageist and sexist stereotypes which
saturate the society in which they live. A qualitative, interview methodology was

chosen

to facilitate a process whereby such women could be invited

and

encouraged to share their stories. There were three research questions:
1) Do these older women experience leisure in a way that acquiesces to, resists or
rejects the dominant sexist and ageist discourses? (Wearing 7992a)

The evidence strongly suggests that the interviewees currently experience leisure

with a high degree of personal autonomy. Once they are not living with a male
partner these women gradually cease to conform to sexist gender norms. Several

of the women show a consciousness of macro social gender controls by avoiding
activities which put them at risk, such as using public transport at night. Dance

and theatre activities offer the women a vehicle or means of vocal public
rejection of ageist discourses. Terpsichore finds a personal solution to ageist
attitudes by simply refusing to tell anyone how old she is.
2) How have these women's leisure patterns changed over time and what factors

influenced those changes?
The most significant change in these women's leisure patterns seems to be that
leisure is more or less constrained during the years of marriage and raising

a

family. There is an increase in the freedom and intensity of leisure activities

as

family responsibilities decrease.

3) Can involvement in leisure hel.p older women build and maintain

self

in fact be a vehicle or means by which older women

can

esteem? Can leisure

expand and develop their confidence and personal autonomy?
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There are clear indications that leisure can be more than just a barometer or
indicator of freedom; the evidence suggests that leisure may also be a facilitator
and an enabler towards freedom and autonomy. This was particularly the case for

Thalia and Athena who both spoke of important personal gains they made
through involvement in leisure activities.

One of the strengths of a qualitative study like this is that

it allows

an in-depth

close-up view of what older women experience and perceive from a personal
perspective -

it gives older women

a chance to speak and be heard. On the other

hand, a study such as this suffers from the fact that generalisations are difficult to

make and care must be taken not to make easy assumptions based on such

a

small sample. For example the women all seemed to feel that 'the men are not
joiners' (Athena) and this may lead one to believe that compared to women,
males suffer form a lack of participation

in leisure activities. However, there

is

conflicting information from the Australian Bureau of Statistics who have
published the results of a 1991. quantitative survey in the Northern Territory on
Sports and Recreation, which suggests different a view. The survey shows that for

the age group of 45 years and over, women make up 367o of non-participants in

sport and recreation, while males in that age bracket constitute

30Vo

of non-

participants, indicating that 6Vo fewer women are involved such activities
(Gardner, 7997 p.23).

It could

be misleading to draw conclusions which involve

numbers from a small qualitative study like this one. Ideally knowledge of these

leisure issues

will be increased through the undertaking of larger

qualitative

studies which incorporate the views and experiences of a much greater number

of older women. Ancedotal evidence suggests that some institutions housing
older people are deficient in facilitating access to leisure activities and more
research is needed in tl'ris area.
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Wearing argues that 'leisure is an area where the positive interests and abilities

of the aged can be developed and ageism with its negative connotations resisted'
(1992a

p.72). It seems likely that leisure may also be an area which could

be

empowering for others who struggle against a range of repressive discourses. As

well as those who experience ageism and sexism, people who suffer from class
bias and racism and people with disabilities may well benefit from an increased

participation in leisure activities. This could well provide new and fruitful areas

for further leisure studies research.

This stud/, and all of the related literature reviewed, agree in finding that
increased levels of leisure activities promotes the health and well-being of older

women. Ideally such a finding will encourage professionals and policy makers to

support projects which improve older women's access to appropriate, self-chosen
leisure activities.
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Endnote

1

tt

e name Terpsichore means 'lover of dancing', (Monaghan,

7981'

p.24Ð.

Thalia or Thaleia is both festive and the 'abundant, overflowing, flowering one'
(p.136), the name Athena is chosen

in the

sense

of 'the warrior ... a protector of

the tribe' Q.aÐ. Eartha is a name of the Goddess as nature's mother who brings

forth life and who was traditionally invoked by farmers when planting their
crops (Walker, 7983 p.26$.
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APPENDIX A

Profiles

of the Four fnterviewees:

Thalia:
'O1d age is not a burden; it is a privilege

denied many.,

These are Thalia's

views, she is eighty years old and lives
alone in a smal1 one bedroom unit amongst a cluster of other
one story units built by the Northern Terrítory government for

pensioner accommodation. Her 30 year long
nearly twenty years ago; she retired

marriage ended

from factory

work at

around 62 havirrg raised four stepsons and one son of her
blrthing.
thalia

has strong views on recreation,

oìi

out', she advises us to
given life

for.'

enjoy life

she does no knitting,

these were a necessary part
helped to

provide

depression. But not now, 'huh,
that, been there done that,

'c1ose the door and get
because, 'that's we're
sewing, or crocheting,

of raising

her mother with

own

a family

and even

an income during

Ia chuckle] no I've

the

done all

no sewing, I go and brry everything

ready made now_, Ishe finished with a chuckle].'

rt is obvious

that Thalia has not had an easy 1ife, but she carries no trace
of bitterness, 'r enjoyed doing everything that r've done, r
en j oyed i,t a1l . '
Thalia finds that given the quite generous Northern Territory
Government pensioner concessions on electr ícíty,
rent,

Itt
ii
¡

I
i

)

etc. and the fact that she doesn't smoke or drink,
the pension is enough to have a'good life';
in her view'i-f
you learned to live in the depression, you can sure learn to
transport

live on the pension.'
ìnterstate
holidays.

rn fact,

she is able to save for annual
and even overseas (Bali, Tasmania and New zearand)

Part of rhalia's

lack of susceptibility
that they advertise;
Dancing is

independence must stem from her

to consumerism, 'r see all these thíngs
I don't want those things.'

the cornerstone of her leisure

began to learn at the age of six

activities,

but illness

and finances

forced her to give up her lessons at the age of nine.
Thalia has an abundance of dancing, on Tuesday, wednesday

::]

$

she

Now

and

Friday she goes ball room dancing, usually from 10 a.m. to tz
noon, and if transport is available she relishes attending a
dance whích goes for 4 hours on Saturday nights.

nights

she goes with

her daughter-in-1aw to

'wonderfuL' Chinese style

on wednesday
chi

Kung (a

of breathing

and exercises ) , on
Thursday mornings to u3A programs and she has recently taken
up line dancing classes. She has created a tiny but exquisite
garden, mows the lawn with a hand mower and clips the edges
with scissors 'r fínd out it doesn't hurt m' hands so much as
those other clippers. '
Thalia

also finds

time to play carpet bowls once a week,
belongs to the Merry widows social club, and their choir,
sporadically attends Life Be In ft activities
and has recently
started going to line

I

I

r

dancing lessons. Both the Merry widows

il

3

and the U3A hold lectures,
trips

organise outings and arrange field

as a fo1low up to lecture

sessions. These organisations

have provided offered the chance to visit

Katherine and the

Daly River,

to go on harbour cruises , to go gliding and
experience abseiling. Partnered parachute jumping is currently

under

consideration

recreational

by

Thalia

as

possible

a

future

experience.

She regards all

of

these activities

very positively,

even

though she cracked a rib

abseiling with the YMCA, 'That

when I knew I was really

on my bloody own 1ove.'She told

ìvas
me

that she was hanging over a fifty

foot cliff,

rope and receiving

'but I'm only short and I

instructions,

couldn't do what they were trying
told me she realised

oû the end of

a

to explain to me.' Then

she

'I was on my own and I had to find my

own

way down.' Thalia has a admirable independence and she regards

coming to terms with being on her o'ùr'n, af ter her marriage
ended, âs a major personal challenge of her latter
Yoga, which she practised
sixties,

and taught for five

Thalia is

years in her

and ballroom dancing were named as vital

a process she refers to as 'finding

myself.

not at the moment a current

though she loved
opportunities

it

it

and especially

gave her

mainstream theatre activities

to

years.

elements in

'

member of the

found wonderful

participate

in

the

DDG,

the
more

and community arts productions

such as Oedipus Rex. Unfortunately two years ago an accident
heralded the giving up of krer cz-r and this curtailed her DDG

ü
{1
:F

t:
i)
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grorlp attendance, it

where I get held
Another of Thalia's activities

up, I can't always get a 1ift.'
is

to be a Girl

Territory

Guide Grandma, the majority

children see very 1itt1e
'dowrr south',

mostly live

have been invited
special

'that's

was transport,

to

of their

of Northern

grandmas as they

accordingly a number of older

women

be honorary grand.mas. They help

guide projects,

attend

functions

on

and go away for

weekend camps with the guides.

Eartha:

Eartha is 73 years old and she is the only interviewee who is
currently married. She lives irr a house with a swimming pool
(not

{l

in the Darwin climate) and a Large yard situated

uncommon

close by to several of the other interviewees homes. All

her

working life

and

she has done office

though retired

she sti11

and book-keeping duties

does the books for

the

family

property - now shrunk to 300 acres. Most of her married life
has been spent in the outback of the Northern Terrítory; she
came to Australia

comfortably

off

achî¿ve this.

in 1950. Though she and her husband are
they have worked hard for

When they met in the early

Springs she was an English, migrant, office
ã traveller

now

many years to
fifties

in Alice

worker and he

was

from New Zealand working as a yard sweeper.

Her husband spends from Saturday to Tuesday evenings in town
and the rest
together

of

there's

the week on their
plenty

schedule her recreation

to

talk

so that

property,

about. '
some things

'when we're

Eartha likes

to

are shared with

5

her husband and others with her sisters and friends. There are
such as walking the dog, gardening
also everyday activities
for an hour every morning and doing a few rounds of the pool
several times a day - except in the dry season when it's too
co1d. Activities she in the time she reserve to share with her
husband include,
nurseries,
classes.

beach walks with

gardening,

cinema and

theatre,

Line dancing is

the dog, visiting

such a favourite

line
that

plant
dancing

they have

at home: they may progress to

bought the video and practice

the rock and ro11 classes when they have mastered the line
dancing.

During the other four days <¡f the week she is involved in
different
$

activities

including

many

social bowls, between two

and

four games a week normally - each game lasts two hours. On
Thursdays she attends U3A lectures or outings and on Fridays
she attends the DDG, its
going.'

She values the dance group chiefly

acknowledges its
friends,

'one of the thíngs that keeps

social

side

as exercise,

as she and her sister

us

but
and

â11 catch the same bus, share a coffee, dance, lunch

and shop together afterwards.
the opportunities

She has also thoroughly enjoyed

the dance group has provided to participate

in a diverse range of public theatre performances.
Eartha attends church regularly
three hour stint
the secretary of

in the cathedral

a retired

and once a week she does
shop

a

She is a member and

business women'

s

social

and a member of the Merry Widows' social club and their

club
choir

6

group. The Merry Widows meet every second week, one fortnight
they share 1unch, the next they share an outing or a trip
party;

or

a

they are a very active c1ub. Many of the other married

women members cannot attend the outings,

usually because the

husband's object, but this is not a problem for Eartha.
Her greatest love is gardeníng and she tel1s me,'I'd

spend

much time as I could in gardening, but, um, I think

caught up with me a bit.

My back te11s me when it's

age

as

has

time to

She is a foundation member of the gardening club, 37
years now, she has been a past president on at least six
stop.'

occasions and as the current newsletter editor she is just
bringing
nurseries

out the latest

issue. She told me 'I

and I can never resist

love visiting

a p1ant. ' Other favouriçe

recreations are a good book or a good television

prograrnme

especially gardening ones. While watching television
embroiders or

crechets,

but

now

only

she often

mentioned this

when I

commented on the abundance of 1ovely cushion covers etc,

For several years she enjoyed painting but gave it up when her
teacher moved south several years ago

by this

time she

had

managed to run out of hanging space a'r:yway. Quite incidentally

Eartha mentioned towards the end of the interview
grandson is

a ful1-time

boarder

so that

that her

he can attend

secondary school in town. Furthermore the spare bedrooms are
often fu1ly occupied by friends

and family staying over.

She

personally maintains this household and its responsibilities
laundry, cooking, cleaning,

gardening, shopping, catíng etc.

7

with an impressive ease and stil1
leisure activities.
you'want'to

finds time to enjoy

In her view leisure

numerous

encompasses the things

do, not the things you'have'to

she has a sma11- car she doesn't use ít

do. Although
much * except for

grocery shopping because she considers

herself

a traffic

hazard since she has impaired vision due to glaucoma.
Terpsichore:
Terpsichore has been admitting to being 'over sixty five'
some time now, she 1íves in an upstairs

complex which is

pleasant

flat

for

in a two storey

and shadeo by well

established

trees. There are two balconies to her home and these provide
the opportunity

for some out door living spaces. The area O:
close enough to town (about a kilometre) to waLk in if her
smal1 car is giving problems. Her marria,ge ended about eleven

years ago and çhis gave her the opportunity to return to
Darwin, she likes living here and had only left it because her
husband had chosen to.

Territory

She has one daughter resident ín the

and two sons who live interstate.

doesn't discuss her êge, she says, 'I
because she believes that if'people

On principle

think it's

tel1 you their

she

a mistake'
age every

time you see them you think of their age instead of thern.'
Terpsíchore began dancing at the age of four and only stopped
at twelve because her father
money to pay for

classes.

second nature to her and all

died and there was not enough
But theatre

and performance are

through the many places and

homes

lclrat her marriage took her, whenever possible she joined 1oca1

.

-\ ''-'-

B

drama and musical comedy groups.

She

performed in pantomimes,

plays and playreadings and was always happy to be involved at
any 1eve1, whether backstage with props or costumes or
swelling a chorus line with chants

and songs

At the time of our interview

she is working backstage on a
1ocal drama group's play production, this involves rehearsals

three

times

a week for

increases during the final

two hours,
week,

over six

weeks, but

of rehearsal. She has recently

finished participating

in a play reading series for the Darwin
Theatre Company and is now gearing up for opening night this
week of a new play. This will

require her to work backstage on
Thursday and Saturday nights for three weeks (Z p.m. to 11_.30
p.m.).

Although she has a strong commitment to the needs of
her theatre groups, she is clear about her priorities
and is
not available on Friday nights as that is reserved for her
medal dancing classes.

'I

told

said, 'f'm not coming Fridays.'

them at the beginning,'

she

Ballroom dancing is a special

1ove, she recently achieved the New Vogue Silver Medal and is
working towards her Bronze Latin
ballroom dances on Saturday nights

Meda1. She also attends
and the DDG on Friday

mornings. Terpsichore has her sights set on another ballroom
style

for which she hasn't yet 'g.one in for the medals'

she assures me wíth a chuckle,
plays twilight

'I will

1ater,

I wi11.'

and
She

social bowls on Tuesdays, belongs to the Merry

Widows Social Club and goes to U3A meetings when her theatre

commitments a11ow time for these activities.

:)H#l

4#.
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In the lounge and in the kitchen

are several displays of

stones which she has collected

and cut and polished - in the
cupboards there afe many more stones waiting to be sorted and
polished. She is not currentLy an active member of the

Gem and

Mineral Club, bul hopes to eventually find time to return to
that group as it

is a much loved hobby. Another hobby is book

bindirtg which she came to learn in sorne depth after attending
a U3A lecture

on the subject;

this is one she sti11 keeps

up

and I was shown some very Çompetent examples of her handíwork.

About a year ago she took the opportunity
also emerged from a U3A lecture
the past when the opportunities
enjoyed yoga, she11 collecting
peridots

'enjoyment in doing'and
seamless tapestry.

it

and found it

marvellous. In

Terpsichore,

encompasses all

leisure

of her life

is
as

a

lVhen queried as to where housework fitted

into such a description she replied,
doing it

which

presented themselves, she has
and jewellery making (to set
For

collected) .

she'd

go gliding

and then f enjoy doing it,'

chore then she does it

'later.

'I do it when I feel like
and if

it

feels like

a

'

Athena:

Athena is sixty-six

years o1d, she is widowed and lives in

a

two storey home unit in a complex which appears to be Targely
owner occupied and has well established palm garldens dotted
about. Before retiring
receptionist

she worked for many years as a Doctor's

and book-keeper. Her growû up o1d son lives

home and leads his own active, independent 1ife.

of her friends

at

She and most

are widows, but t1ney do not seem to suffer

.
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in some ways she says, 'it's

loneliness,

going back to

like

school girL ages. ' This is because they socialise
of female friends

and have 'best

friends. '

It

in groups
seems that

dancing without a male partner was a chaLlenge at first but,
she says 'you soon geÍ over your embarrassment and just got up
and danced with each other.

'

no doubt about what activities

Athena is

in her life

she

corrsiders recreational- and she had prepared quite a long list
of them prior to our interview.
'possibly

full-er'

first

is

In some ways she finds life

as a retiree

and then later

as

a

widow, when volunteer work as well as recreatíon become more
'We start

feasible.

$/ere working,'

this

doing things tl:'aiu we couldn't

do when

is helped by the fact that

'your time's

your owrt. 'Her husband was a man who liked to fi*tthings
he spent virtually
and fixing.

He had never wanted to go out and though

eel you should be at

home with

though,

'he was very tolerant,

anywhere.

'

of

he

you sort of

your husband. ' This

'fvas

the case when her husband became very i11, even

especially

Patt

and

all his leisure time in the shed pottering

encouraged her to do so, Athena says 'obviously
f

we

her recreation

centres

he never minded me going

around c1ubs, she is

the

tfeasurer of the Merry Widowsr Club and in their choir, and is
also an honorary member of a womerÌ's auxil.iaty group which is
generaLLy reserved for wives and widows of A 1oca1 service

c1ub. She regularLy attends U3A clasSes and enjoys fortnigtrtly

¿t!,ßÍ5îl

8i
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evening meetings with a group of
game ca11ed Bolivia.

women who

Whenever the kitty

like to pLay a card

gets fu11 enough they

all go orlt to dinner together on the proceeds 'and have a good
splurge. ' She goes to the DDG classes on Friday mornings and
has been in a number of other loca1 theatrical

through this
shows as wel1.

She was disappointed to miss out on abseiling
course for

it

when a

was cancelled, but hopes the opportunity

YMCA

will

come up agai-n. She has no pets but usually manages to borrow

the neighbour's dog and walk ít for an krour a day * she can't
go any 1-onger because it's 'a very 1itt1e dog with v&y 1ittle
1egs. '

She te11s me this

with

a chuckle - many of

her

sentences are punctuated by chuckles. She also enjoys a good
book and gíant sized crosswords. When her grandchildren are in
town (tl:-ey live

about forty

minutes from the city)

she looks

after then and they join her in walking the dog and visiting
the beach - these are obviously happy occasions.
Forced to give up tennis in her early thirties
her achilles

tendon on the court,

when she broke

Athena has recently

found

(through U3A) 'badminton rea11y answers the love of tennis
without the dashing around the courts.'They
fun', but initially

just go to'have

they were aL1 new to the sport and are

now

quite proud of the ski11s they've acquired. She te1ls me with
relish
women

that Badminton is another one of those sports where
can compete successfully

in abllity

and age.'

with men if

generally

'rnatched

ç,

t2

But her'rea1

love'is

Lawn bow1s, one of the few activities

she pursued before the death of her husband. Lawn bowls
te11s ffi€, ís another 'game where ladies can play against
on an equal footing,

she
men

because there's no brute strength in it

you see. ' Consequently a '1ady bowler can beat a man bowler
without any trouble

at all.'

Athena tells

1ot of men won't play míxed bowls
beíng beaten by the women' this

me that sadly,

'because they don't like

statement was followed by

hearty laugh. Lawn bowls takes up 'an awful 1ot of
time' , she plays

Wednesdays

a

a

Iher]

, Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays,

is on two committees and is also Captaiå of the

women bowlers.

Apparently the women had to campaign hard for the privilege

of

fu11. not associate membership,
years before we got it
typically
battle

for

tried for at least two
"ffe
through.' Unfortunately, but probably

Australian

only to

sports,

women sometimes wín the

lose the war, because as Athena said,

'it

rea11y hasn't done us any good.' When the dust had settled the
changes entailed,

higher dues, handing over all

the loss of a woman president

their

monies,

because you can't have two

president's

of the one club - plus the retention of the odd
sexist more concerning dress rules and the fact that women may

not smoke on the greens. There are about
females in

this

7Oq6

more males than

c1ub, consequently since the amalgamation

there have been no women presidents,

though there have been

a

secretary and treasurer - 'jobs the men don't want.'
Athena has found that

leisure

äctivities

have played a key

!

)'e
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role in helping her establish

a new life

after

her husband

died after which she says - 'r more or less joined everything
r could
because. r was frightened of being 1one1y.' After a
time however, ' r stopped doing the things r did.n't want to
do' , and norr¡r she f ee1s , 'I

am lucky,

I got a 1ot of

good

friends. ' rn her view older people in Darwin are almost too
well catered for because some people take this abundance of
opportunity for granted, however, 'for
things therels plenty to do in Darwin.'

those that want to

do
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F'a,t women'

deba,te
ra,ges
ßOME: Ihe mayor of an Itollan s€aslde

¡ go-cslled Blldnl War
witb e plqn to ban "ugly" womon from
walking around town in swim.suits b.os sstd
he war merely against "vulg8rlty".
.Andre8 Gugllerl, mgyor of the nortlrwegt¿¡rr
Fuvlerê resort of Dl¡¡ro MarÙr¡' s8.ld thls week: "It
ls not tirue that I hsve lssued any decree."
rosort who sparkod

He spoke as the r€st of Italy enloyed the maln
Ferragosbo (Assumptlon Day) summer holtd¿y.
Gugllert added: "I merely made r€comm€nd.Bt'
lons to combat vufgsrlty."
He sald no flnes would be Ievled agalnst anyone
who refused to llsten to the authorltles.

ScanlY
The mayor hlt the headllnes l^ast weekend when
Itallan newspaper€, who dubbed the summer spat

tl¡e Budni Wa,r, reported he had bs.rued "ugly
women" fmm hls town.
The dålly n GJo¡noquoted tl¡e mayor as sayhg:

"It's

a pleasur€ to see a

beautlfi¡I glrl ln a btklnt;

lf lt's Íery scantY.
"But one can't tolerate certaln sights.

even

llÄn$.buttocks; ceU¡lite thtghs afid d-roopmg
boobs wlII ¡ll be bentshed. "
Yesterday, Gugllerl
ssld he was saddened
by the medla coverage
of hls plans when com-

pared wlth more lmportamt lssues.

'He så¡d: "You

He clted as ex¿mples

of "vulgei'tty" heavlly

pregnalt women stmll-

lng around town ln
btklnls, or anyone of
eitler sex b8rlng a btg

beily ofl tlle beach.

He addedj "A blg
belly and swlmsults
don't look good.

Most ItållÀfls, leaYl¡r8
the sèml-deserted cltles

to the elderly ar¡d for-

eigr tourlsts, lgrrored
the fuss and c¡owded

the country's popular
beâches en mass€ a¡t
usual.

Racist

"We're maklng allowa¡rces thls year.

"But next summer there'Ll be no more flab all

over the place.

have

the Blklnl \flar on one
page ald the real war ln
Bosnla on another. Th¿t
ls really sad."

But the ex-mayor of
the Ttemitl lslands ln
the Adrlatlc lntensúled

tlte deb¿te by

seying

gilerl's rema¡ks a¡rd
var{ous bans lmposed
Gu

by other mayors

else-

where wer€ raclst and

dlscrlmb:atory agahst
ordlnary people.

I'orme¡

mayor

Gluseppe Calabrese
sald: "It's a form of
racLsm,

It's not

Just

lm-

portant a¡rd bcauüful

p€ople who go on hol-

"And they are

thq.n.

ones who spend most
too-"

:

Unf

it

EHumorous bul definitelY
oolilically-incorrect. After
3taff started regular fllness

n office
section

tures

the middle

a

lhrough

(a-la-Ghost-

buslers) wlth lhe words: "Fat
chicks in blke Pants".
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